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Thanks to @Felantron who noticed that we have the same # as Calgary Stampede ! Time to change it before
tomorrow! Please use #Xroads2012 :)

01-Jul-12 16:45 | Crossroads2012

RT @Crossroads2012: Thanks to @Felantron who noticed that we have the same # as Calgary Stampede ! Time
to change it before tomorrow! Please use #Xroads2012 :)

01-Jul-12 16:48 | Laetitiabiscarr

RT @Crossroads2012: Thanks to @Felantron who noticed that we have the same # as Calgary Stampede ! Time
to change it before tomorrow! Please use #Xroads2012 :)

01-Jul-12 18:09 | QcommeQueer

Welcome to #Xroads2012 ! :) RT @cyberdivalivesl: In Paris for @Crossroads2012

01-Jul-12 19:34 | Crossroads2012

@hanninparis Hello, on a dû changer le # , peux-tu utiliser #Xroads2012 ;-) Thanks!

01-Jul-12 19:37 | Crossroads2012

RT @Crossroads2012: Thanks to @Felantron who noticed that we have the same # as Calgary Stampede ! Time
to change it before tomorrow! Please use #Xroads2012 :)

01-Jul-12 19:38 | CaptainWalbran

6:30...We'll be there to welcome the over 1300 Cultural Studies academics, from all over the world. #Xroads2012
#Weareready via @hanninparis

01-Jul-12 19:39 | Crossroads2012

Excited for Sarah Ahmed tmrw at #UNESCO HQ. Conveniently, hotel is located on same #metro line. Love that
euro transportation #Xroads2012

01-Jul-12 19:40 | CaptainWalbran

@sociographie Bonjour, pour info à cause d'un doublon de #, on a décidé d'utiliser #Xroads2012 :) Bonne soirée.

01-Jul-12 19:43 | Crossroads2012

@sigh__oh @Daniel_Joseph Hi, you may participate with us via the hashtag #Xroads2012 ! ;-)

01-Jul-12 19:46 | Crossroads2012

@Felantron Haha, but we decided to change ours (just to be safe! ;)) : #Xroads2012

01-Jul-12 19:57 | Crossroads2012

;-) #Xroads2012 MT @pmmcc: When hashtags collide: @Crossroads2012 & Calgary Stampede both on
#CS2012. R. Williams on Loss & Country Music.

01-Jul-12 20:10 | Crossroads2012

hashtag à suivre la semaine prochaine #Xroads2012 @Crossroads2012

01-Jul-12 20:13 | lizarewind

RT @lizarewind: hashtag à suivre la semaine prochaine #Xroads2012 @Crossroads2012

01-Jul-12 20:14 | alexiegeers

Tomorrow, please arrive as early as possible, ideally between 8:00 and 9:15 am! Coffee, Tea and pastries will be
available ! #Xroads2012

01-Jul-12 20:30 | Crossroads2012

RT @Crossroads2012: Thanks to @Felantron who noticed that we have the same # as Calgary Stampede ! Time
to change it before tomorrow! Please use #Xroads2012 :)

01-Jul-12 20:37 | Felantron

Will I see you at the @Crossroads in cultural studies conference tomorrow? #Xroads2012

01-Jul-12 20:51 | HannInParis

RT @danjbrophy: getting ready for the #Xroads2012 conf in Paris! Our panel will be on extreme musics such as
avant garde and death metal.

01-Jul-12 20:55 | Crossroads2012

Great news @Crossroads2012, seems like we're gonna have awesome weather 2morro. Beautiful clear parisian
skies #Xroads2012

01-Jul-12 20:57 | HannInParis

Dès demain, à suivre @Crossroads2012 avec #Xroads2012 : en keynote Sarah Ahmed puis plenary avec
Rancière et Gilbert ! #culturalstudies

01-Jul-12 21:28 | AuroreGallarino



@Crossroads2012 il est vraiment trop long mais si c'est celui sur lequel tout le monde s'entend se sera le bon ;-)
#Xroads2012 #Xrds12

01-Jul-12 21:41 | sociographie

...enjoyed a lovely crepes dinner and am looking fwd to Sara Ahmed talk tomorrow #Xroads2012

01-Jul-12 21:49 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @AuroreGallarino: Dès demain, à suivre @Crossroads2012 avec #Xroads2012 : en keynote Sarah Ahmed
puis plenary avec Rancière et Gilbert ! #culturalstudies

01-Jul-12 21:51 | melgregg

RT @Crossroads2012: Tomorrow, please arrive as early as possible, ideally between 8:00 and 9:15 am! Coffee,
Tea and pastries will be available ! #Xroads2012

01-Jul-12 21:52 | melgregg

@sociographie Oui, un peu long mais au moins il nous sera entièrement dédié. #Xroads2012

01-Jul-12 22:15 | Crossroads2012

RT @AuroreGallarino: Dès demain, à suivre @Crossroads2012 avec #Xroads2012 : en keynote Sarah Ahmed
puis plenary avec Rancière et Gilbert ! #culturalstudies

01-Jul-12 23:17 | gabydavid

@Crossroads2012 bon j'insiste (après j'arrête :-D) mais #Xrds12 ne semble pas utilisé non plus et est vraiment +
court #Xroads2012 1/2

01-Jul-12 23:30 | sociographie

@Crossroads2012 2/2 et tant q relativement peu de monde tweete, il est encore temps de penser à ceux qi
feront le livetweet ;-) #Xroads2012

01-Jul-12 23:32 | sociographie

@Crossroads2012 anyway, see u tomorrow #Xroads2012 (<long) #xrds12 (court et superstylé)

01-Jul-12 23:33 | sociographie
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RT @Black_Squirrel: Gilbert- Bankers "need" risk/creativity with no rules ... yet the creative/intellectual industries
are layered with regulation #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 11:15 | aliceinwunder

Instead of shoulder bag, each @Crossroads2012 delegate shldve received reusable water btl Bottle water is
enviro & cultural scam #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 11:18 | CaptainWalbran

Gilbert- Cultural studies should (continue to) be engaged, political, democratic - engaged in producing new social
relations #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 11:18 | Black_Squirrel

Hayward: Do not ask "What are you working on" but "how are you working on what you are working on"
#xroads2012

02-Jul-12 11:23 | kryptocommunist

Ranciere- Do not confuse the object of study with the objectives of study #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 11:26 | Black_Squirrel

RT @CaptainWalbran: Gilbert: classical liberalism thinks we're natural competitors, but neo-lib fears this is not
true #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 11:29 | r_j_nichols

RT @CaptainWalbran: Almost 1,400 people at #xroads2012, but as far as I can tell less than 10 are tweeting/on
twitter....interesting.

02-Jul-12 11:45 | dimalb

RT @dimalb: RT @CaptainWalbran: Almost 1,400 people at #xroads2012, but as far as I can tell less than 10
are tweeting/on twitter....interesting.

02-Jul-12 11:53 | jrocipon

#Xroads2012 #UNESCO Et une grande sculpture de #giacometti , une! http://t.co/5Xe0rWxe

02-Jul-12 11:57 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 // Time to make a choice, between the 3 following SPOTLIGHTS !

02-Jul-12 12:15 | Crossroads2012

#Xroads2012 / S02–Room IV: Intangible Cultural Heritage with
Stephen Chan, Rosario Radakovich, Mónica Lacarrieu, Jessica Yeung.

02-Jul-12 12:20 | Crossroads2012

#Xroads2012 / S03–Room I: Multiculturalism And Its Failure with David Palumbo-Liu, Fatima El-Tayeb, Etienne
Balibar, Paul Gilroy.

02-Jul-12 12:20 | Crossroads2012

#Xroads2012 / S01–Room II: Cultural Studies &Economies/Economics with Lawrence Grossberg, Fiona Allon,
John Clarke, Randy Martin, Mike Pryke

02-Jul-12 12:20 | Crossroads2012

Or that some are still not using Twitter - hard to fathom! RT @sociographie @CaptainWalbran #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:29 | LadyMissMBA

Panel on Intangible Cultural Heritage abt to start at UNESCO-All the analysis, none of the politics of Wrld
Heritage @NancOakley #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:31 | CaptainWalbran

Now at "Multiculturalism and its Failure" with @palumboliu, Etienne Balibar, Fatima El-Tayeb & Chair
@bungatuffie #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:33 | beenash

RT @Crossroads2012: #Xroads2012 / S01–Room II: Cultural Studies &Economies/Economics with Lawrence
Grossberg, Fiona Allon, John Clarke, Randy Martin, Mike Pryke

02-Jul-12 12:34 | sociographie

RT @Crossroads2012: #Xroads2012 / S02–Room IV: Intangible Cultural Heritage with
Stephen Chan, Rosario Radakovich, Mónica Lacarrieu, Jessica Yeung.

02-Jul-12 12:36 | CaptainWalbran

RT @dimalb: RT @CaptainWalbran: Almost 1,400 people at #xroads2012, but as far as I can tell less than 10
are tweeting/on twitter....interesting.

02-Jul-12 12:37 | rk_digital

David Palumbo-Liu: multiculturalism is doomed to fail b/c it can't alone overcome issues that supersede the
cultural #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:38 | beenash



'Very relaxed' Stephen Chan introducing panel on Intangible Cultural Heritage at #xroads2012 @HeritageBSU

02-Jul-12 12:41 | stampman29

RT @kryptocommunist: Hayward: Do not ask "What are you working on" but "how are you working on what you
are working on" #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:43 | MZierold

Det blir en spännande resa till Paris och #Xroads2012 nu snart i Köpenhamn!

02-Jul-12 12:43 | johannadahlin

Q1 in cult.stds/eco sptlight: how does cult. stds take ecnmc relations/practices/etc. into acct w/o ecnmc
reductionism? #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:44 | r_j_nichols

DPL: persistence of reactionary institutional practices facilitate failure of multiculturalism #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:46 | beenash

Spotlight on economics @Crossroads2012 #Xroads2012 http://t.co/IzT4ZsT8

02-Jul-12 12:46 | melgregg

and now: Multiculturalism And Its Failure with David Palumbo-Liu, Fatima El-Tayeb, Etienne Balibar, Paul Gilroy
#xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:47 | killedbyproxy

RT @Crossroads2012: #Xroads2012 / S01–Room II: Cultural Studies &Economies/Economics with Lawrence
Grossberg, Fiona Allon, John Clarke, Randy Martin, Mike Pryke

02-Jul-12 12:48 | cyberdivalivesl

Q2 for cult.studs/eco spotlight: how do we, who are not economics, understand economics? #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:48 | r_j_nichols

L. Grossberg: "We've spent 50 years to argue that it is not all about capitalism, it's more complex." #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:48 | MZierold

DPL: how might multiculturalism be reconceived and reterritorialized? #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:50 | beenash

DPL: discussing possibility of a radical, grassroots emancipatory multiculturalism #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:52 | beenash

Fiona Allon: need models of disorganization of capitalism now. How is Finance (privilege) constructing culture
now? #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:53 | aliceinwunder

DPL: inspiration from Grace Lee Boggs #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:53 | beenash

China has an entire bureaucracy dedicated to Intangible Cultural Heritage #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:53 | CaptainWalbran

Finance constructs culture #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:54 | cyberdivalivesl

#xroads2012 #ICH Intangible Cultural Heritage = presence of preglobalised moment in the present (Jessica
Leung)

02-Jul-12 12:55 | stampman29

RT @aliceinwunder: Fiona Allon: need models of disorganization of capitalism now. How is Finance (privilege)
constructing culture now? #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:56 | cyberdivalivesl

Jessica Yeung asks if ICH inscriptions make people happier - the answer is positive she says #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:56 | CaptainWalbran

Fatima El-Tayeb: racialization of category of "migrant" in European discourse #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:57 | beenash



Imagined economies? The work real is a disciplinary mechanism. #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:57 | cyberdivalivesl

I am wondering if Yeung will ask, -what- ICH is being chosen for inscription #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:57 | CaptainWalbran

#xroads2012 #ICH In era of US / European fear of China, Jessica Yeung draws attention to fragility of heritage of
Chinese ethnic minorities

02-Jul-12 12:58 | stampman29

There we go - she says 11 of 34 inscriptions "represent" ethnic minorities #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:59 | CaptainWalbran

FET: attempts to discuss race in Euro context often characterized as attempts to impose American-style political
correctness #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 12:59 | beenash

FET: necc. to question how notion of multiculturalism of failure is universalized & to ask what sort of policy will
replace it #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:01 | beenash

FET: in Europe, Afro & Muslim communities intersect and overlap, but in legal/political/economic discourse seen
as discrete #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:02 | beenash

Yeung: UNESCO is made up of states, and it is the state that nominates and compiles inscriptions #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:04 | CaptainWalbran

FET: Roma face long history of racist violence but are obliterated from European history #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:04 | beenash

Making imagined economies real through actual practices. #Xroads2012 they are not always successful.

02-Jul-12 13:04 | cyberdivalivesl

FET: intersection of comm of colour w/each other erased w/in discourse of colourblindness #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:04 | beenash

"the market" #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:06 | cyberdivalivesl

#xroads2012 UNESCO conventions assume nation states' interests are those of its heterogeneous ethnic
minorities: ICH = arm of state politics

02-Jul-12 13:06 | stampman29

Clarke - there is no possible powerpoint image of "the economy" #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:06 | Black_Squirrel

Affective disorders o markets #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:07 | cyberdivalivesl

FET: Muslim communities repositioned as Europe's exterior, but constituted as identifiable grp through
racialization of religion #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:07 | beenash

RT @Black_Squirrel: Clarke - there is no possible powerpoint image of "the economy" #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:07 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 UNESCO conventions assume nation states' interests are those of its
heterogeneous ethnic minorities: ICH = arm of state politics

02-Jul-12 13:07 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @beenash: FET: Roma face long history of racist violence but are obliterated from European history
#Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:07 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @beenash: FET: attempts to discuss race in Euro context often characterized as attempts to impose
American-style political correctness #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:08 | cyberdivalivesl



RT @beenash: Fatima El-Tayeb: racialization of category of "migrant" in European discourse #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:08 | cyberdivalivesl

John Clarke: "it is an astonishing historical accomplishment that we can think of economy as something existing"
#xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:08 | MZierold

RT @beenash: DPL: discussing possibility of a radical, grassroots emancipatory multiculturalism #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:08 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @Black_Squirrel: Gilbert- Cultural studies should (continue to) be engaged, political, democratic - engaged in
producing new social relations #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:09 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @Black_Squirrel: Gilbert- Neoliberalism can't produce long-term productivity because it undermines any
expression of the social other than market #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:09 | cyberdivalivesl

FET: construction of "crisis" of Muslim vs. queer in urban space overlooks questions of class, gentrification
#Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:10 | beenash

at “@Crossroads2012: #Xroads2012 / S03–Room I: Multiculturalism And Its Failure with Palumbo-Liu, Fatima
El-Tayeb, Etienne Balibar, Gilroy.”

02-Jul-12 13:11 | melitazajc

Clarke- "Real" as opposed to virtual economy is a false nostalgia for a materiality of use value that never
underwrote capital #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:11 | Black_Squirrel

FET: neoliberal city space also site of resistance for comm of colour as result of postwar labour recruitment rather
than choice #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:13 | beenash

John Clarke: "The idea of the 'real economy' (ad opposed to the virtual economy) is in itself an imagination"
#xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:13 | MZierold

Randy Martin speaking #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:14 | cyberdivalivesl

Fatima El-Tayeb at “@Crossroads2012: #Xroads2012 / S03–Room I: Multiculturalism And Its Failures" -structural
racism part pf post ww2 europe

02-Jul-12 13:14 | melitazajc

Fantasy of machine life as a form of personhood #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:15 | cyberdivalivesl

FET: queerness in time and space that's imposed on comm of colour, rather than chosen, produces new
stategies of resistance... #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:15 | beenash

RT @cyberdivalivesl: Randy Martin speaking #Xroads2012 <<< Randy Martin is PERFORMING ;-D

02-Jul-12 13:17 | sociographie

Etienne Balibar will provide commentary on what we've heard so far at #Xroads2012 + panel

02-Jul-12 13:18 | beenash

@CaptainWalbran how was Sara Ahmed?! #swoon #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:18 | SnarkyJo

EB: one of strange aspects of statement that "multiculturalism has failed"- policies on multic were quite diff across
states #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:21 | beenash

RT @sociographie RT @cyberdivalivesl: Randy Martin speaking #Xroads2012 <<< Randy Martin is
PERFORMING ;-D

02-Jul-12 13:22 | cyberdivalivesl

EB: notion of multiculturalism c/b and s/b understood as widely diverging #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:23 | beenash



Gorgeous external staircase from my lunchtime vantage point at Unesco: http://t.co/bFyOFPQZ #xroads2012
#paris

02-Jul-12 13:23 | aliceinwunder

RT @cyberdivalivesl: RT @sociographie RT @cyberdivalivesl: Randy Martin speaking #Xroads2012 <<< Randy
Martin is PERFORMING ;-D

02-Jul-12 13:24 | aliceinwunder

Ongoing representation of a metonym #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:24 | cyberdivalivesl

EB: 1. there is a certain multiculturalism that is a sociological reality - something that exists and can't "fail"
#Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:24 | beenash

Different kinds of body practices...#Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:25 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @killedbyproxy: and now: Multiculturalism And Its Failure with David Palumbo-Liu, Fatima El-Tayeb, Etienne
Balibar, Paul Gilroy #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:25 | CultureDoctor

EB: 2. multiculturalism from below #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:25 | beenash

EB: 3. state discourse of multiculturalism, system of governance -projects of assimilation + segregation
#Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:27 | beenash

EB: distinct visions of multiculturalism, as discussed by Charles Taylor vs. Stuart Hall, for example #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:28 | beenash

Thank goodness for Randy Martin's post-lunch enthusiasm! #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:28 | aliceinwunder

EB: Europe: essentialist form of multiculturalism rather than hybrid multiculturalism #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:29 | beenash

RT @aliceinwunder: Thank goodness for Randy Martin's post-lunch enthusiasm! #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:32 | MZierold

EB: resistances produced through multiculturalism - challenging b/c system of discrimination isolates
marginalized from e/other #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:32 | beenash

EB: impossibility of bringing diff types of discrimination under same conceptual name - warn against
indiscriminate use of race #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:33 | beenash

EB: important to distinguish btwn discrimination w/culture & those that have to do w/religion #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:33 | beenash

EB: need to carefully deconstruct conflation of race/religion #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:34 | beenash

EB: contradictions among the oppressed don't form a unity as much as there are contradictions in dominant
discourse #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:36 | beenash

"Is it necessary to inventory what people 'say and know how to do'?" #intangibleculturalheritage #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:37 | CaptainWalbran

Paul Gilroy: will be showing clip - demonstrate technological mediation of race #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:37 | beenash

RT @aliceinwunder: Thank goodness for Randy Martin's post-lunch enthusiasm! #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:40 | cyberdivalivesl



Wishing I was at #xroads2012! #jealous

02-Jul-12 13:40 | courtney_berger

"We need a strong, militant discourse against exclusion." - Balibar #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:40 | leilaangod

Lacarrieu has lots of interesting things to say abt intangible cultural heritage but she is going too fast for me to
take notes #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:42 | CaptainWalbran

RT @sociographie: JRanciere quotes De Certeau : cultural objects are "arts de faire" #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:43 | fil_urbain

Rich #xroads2012 session on economics with 4 very different papers - lots to think about for my own work on
venture capital & locative media

02-Jul-12 13:45 | endotician

Paul Gilroy is brilliantly deconstructing a video of a woman in UK harassing POC with a violent, racist rant on the
tram #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:50 | beenash

Gilroy traces discursive similarities in speech by David Cameron & racist rant on tram #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:52 | beenash

Video by Emma in the Tram. https://t.co/BvoPPTPd
#Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:53 | klangeland

PG: the rant isn't neurotic/isolated incident but more broadly located w/in race politics in UK #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:53 | beenash

RoomII : Cultural Studies and Economies/economics #pic #Xroads2012 http://t.co/Lrj7mnao

02-Jul-12 13:54 | AuroreGallarino

RT @cyberdivalivesl Problem with derivative as a principle.... Unassimilated excess ..temporalities of finance
#Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:55 | cyberdivalivesl

Martin- Incredible $ produced & spent on the bank bailout show there is no scarcity - there is plenty of money, but
priorities? #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:56 | Black_Squirrel

“@beenash: Gilroy traces discursive similarities in speech by David Cameron & racist rant on tram #Xroads2012”
A gorgeous analysis.

02-Jul-12 13:57 | leilaangod

#xroads2012: interesting how the question of finance now serves as a primary axis for emerging questions about
the economy and culture...

02-Jul-12 13:57 | r_j_nichols

RT @beenash: Paul Gilroy is brilliantly deconstructing a video of a woman in UK harassing POC with a violent,
racist rant on the tram #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:58 | killedbyproxy

video referenced by Gilroy RT @klangeland Video by Emma in the Tram. https://t.co/LvJNMppM #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 13:58 | beenash

Paul Gilroy is brilliant on racism, class and gender @Crossroads2012 #Xroads2012 http://t.co/k2LcI2Gq

02-Jul-12 13:58 | melgregg

...but going back to the 2 q's Grossberg opened with, broader concerns and better economic defs necessary to
bridge these areas #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 14:00 | r_j_nichols

Grt analysis of #ICH values of the Tango by Radakovich. Is it example of "live heritage" if it is occuring away frm
orig cmmnty? #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 14:01 | CaptainWalbran

LG: "CultStudies has always been an intellectual project which at some point moved into the academy, but there
is a difference." #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 14:03 | MZierold



Radakovich: there is invisiblized relation btwn #ICH and social inequity in Latin America #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 14:04 | CaptainWalbran

Interesting - woman who talked but didn't ask q'n in #SaraAhmed is now complaining abt not having enough time
for q's in #ICH #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 14:06 | CaptainWalbran

And she did it very rudely. #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 14:07 | CaptainWalbran

So far greatest hits of Day 1 #xroads2012 Ahmed's Willful Subject talk (such gorgeous prose) & ...

02-Jul-12 14:09 | AgingSuperModel

...Palumbo-Liu, El-Tayeb, Balibar, Gilroy on MultiCulturalism & its Failures. But so often the q's miss the boat,
tragically. #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 14:12 | AgingSuperModel

RT @leilaangod: "We need a strong, militant discourse against exclusion." - Balibar #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 14:21 | aronsolomon

Disappointed to be missing out on Marie-Helene Bourcier & Bobby Noble's plenary tonight at #xroads2012 -- will
the talks be podcast?

02-Jul-12 14:24 | AgingSuperModel

RT @AgingSuperModel: ...Palumbo-Liu, El-Tayeb, Balibar, Gilroy on MultiCulturalism & its Failures. But so often
the q's miss the boat, tragically. #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 14:35 | wstraw

MT @beenash @bungatuffie traces discursive similarities in speech by David Cameron & racist rant on tram
#Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 15:04 | dlbrydon

MT @beenash: video referenced by @bungatuffie RT @klangeland Video by Emma in the Tram.
https://t.co/hFujt0KR #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 15:05 | dlbrydon

MT @bungatuffie Cultural Studies seems to have acquired the same corporate sheen as everything else
#xroads2012

02-Jul-12 15:06 | dlbrydon

RT @AgingSuperModel: Disappointed to be missing out on Marie-Helene Bourcier & Bobby Noble's plenary
tonight at #xroads2012 -- will the talks be podcast?

02-Jul-12 15:11 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @AgingSuperModel: ...Palumbo-Liu, El-Tayeb, Balibar, Gilroy on MultiCulturalism & its Failures. But so often
the q's miss the boat, tragically. #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 15:11 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @AgingSuperModel: So far greatest hits of Day 1 #xroads2012 Ahmed's Willful Subject talk (such gorgeous
prose) & ...

02-Jul-12 15:12 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @MZierold: LG: "CultStudies has always been an intellectual project which at some point moved into the
academy, but there is a difference." #xroads2012

02-Jul-12 15:12 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @melgregg: Paul Gilroy is brilliant on racism, class and gender @Crossroads2012 #Xroads2012
http://t.co/k2LcI2Gq

02-Jul-12 15:12 | cyberdivalivesl

Anyone hear the question about microcredit etc. at the gross berg et al panel? I couldn't quite catch it at that time.
#xroads2012

02-Jul-12 15:14 | cyberdivalivesl

[1/3] #Xroads2012 / PLENARY#2 / Marie-Hélène Bourcier: "Occupy MultiLiberalism : Micropolitics in a
Post-Political Era"

02-Jul-12 15:30 | Crossroads2012

[3/3] #Xroads2012 / PLENARY#2 / Chair: Liesbet Van Zoonen ; Discutants: Raphaël Costambeys-Kempczynski
& Patrick Farges

02-Jul-12 15:31 | Crossroads2012

[2/3] #Xroads2012 / PLENARY#2 / Bobby Noble: "Beyond Bodies/After Borders? On the Unruliness of Trans
Citizenship in the TransHomoNormative"

02-Jul-12 15:31 | Crossroads2012



Les cultural studies occupent la Sorbonne ! ;-) #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 15:33 | lizarewind

#Xroads2012 sitting in stunning Sorbonne amphitheatre awaiting plenary. Such a shame it's not being
livestreamed so all could see it.

02-Jul-12 15:33 | carobainbridge

indeed @carobainbridge #Xroads2012 sitting in stunning Sorbonne amphitheatre. Such a shame it's not being
livestreamed so all could see it.

02-Jul-12 15:37 | lizarewind

Bourcier- homophobia becomes framed as a waste of resources in neoliberal rhetorics of maximization
#Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 15:50 | Black_Squirrel

Welcome to the Sorbonne University #Xroads2012 http://t.co/RdPXxs1j

02-Jul-12 15:55 | QcommeQueer

RT @auroregallarino: Vagabondages dans l' #UNESCO : tiens, un #calder comme au @centrepompidou !
#Xroads2012 http://t.co/VAKTYqtQ

02-Jul-12 16:35 | centrepompidou

RT "@auroregallarino: Vagabondages dans l' #UNESCO : tiens, un #calder comme au @centrepompidou !
#Xroads2012 http://t.co/yXx9Y8lj"

02-Jul-12 16:36 | nmz_peru

RT @Black_Squirrel: Bourcier- homophobia becomes framed as a waste of resources in neoliberal rhetorics of
maximization #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 17:44 | sociographie

Don't forget to book your Wednesday night for an evening of fun and dancing at the TRABENDO bar !
http://t.co/63THTPvW #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 18:10 | Crossroads2012

@Crossroads2012 NOT everyone, just the lucky 700 who did not get excluded so rudely"for security reasons"
like "the others" #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 18:23 | klangeland

Thanks @stampman29 for ICH tweets from #xroads2012 You need to be @HeritageBSU there while I'm writing
heritage paper @bodleianlibs !

02-Jul-12 18:30 | HeritageBSU

where is the reception ????#Xroads2012. nothing @UNESCO now... ???

02-Jul-12 18:39 | gabydavid

#Xroads2012 5.30-7pm : Plenary 2 : MH Bourcier and Bobby Noble. http://t.co/WDXXcTp5

02-Jul-12 19:29 | Crossroads2012

#Xroads2012 Cloakroom for the cocktail. http://t.co/Y7bkFExq

02-Jul-12 19:30 | Crossroads2012

#Xroads2012 The beautiful staircases of Sorbonne University... http://t.co/LlGRCq0j

02-Jul-12 19:32 | Crossroads2012

#Xroads2012 #cocktail Do you want some music? http://t.co/5n1ujl66

02-Jul-12 19:36 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 #cocktail Delicious ! http://t.co/GNT0jxfD

02-Jul-12 19:37 | AuroreGallarino

Chez l'ambassadeur? Non, #cocktail #Xroads2012 à la vieille Sorbonne... http://t.co/C1NYl0wO

02-Jul-12 19:42 | AuroreGallarino

I want to build one of these in my house #xroads2012 http://t.co/Zs97vAtX

02-Jul-12 20:25 | endotician

Richelieu trying to decide what to make of queer theory #xroads2012 #sorbonne http://t.co/kSDThigq

02-Jul-12 20:29 | endotician



@melaniebourdaa le # c'est Xroads2012 !

02-Jul-12 20:30 | Laetitiabiscarr

Champagne, and caviar canapés anyone? #xroads2012 #sorbonne. http://t.co/L9wniUEn

02-Jul-12 20:39 | endotician

RT @Crossroads2012: Don't forget to book your Wednesday night for an evening of fun and dancing at the
TRABENDO bar ! http://t.co/63THTPvW #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 20:58 | QcommeQueer

What a 1st day of #Xroads2012. Lots of friendly comments & props on my #carrerouge- Our whole panel will be
wearing them! Check us out Thurs

02-Jul-12 21:58 | CaptainWalbran

Demain, 'Pornographic Affects' > http://t.co/kbOl17AF > session PornStudies, july 3rd 3pm hosted by
@crossroads2012 Paris3 #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 22:55 | sociographie

RT @sociographie: Demain, 'Pornographic Affects' > http://t.co/kbOl17AF > session PornStudies, july 3rd 3pm
hosted by @crossroads2012 Paris3 #Xroads2012

02-Jul-12 23:02 | SylvainPaley

RT @sociographie: Demain, 'Pornographic Affects' > http://t.co/kbOl17AF > session PornStudies, july 3rd 3pm
hosted by @crossroads2012 Paris3 #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 00:34 | fil_urbain

Heading out soon to the unesco center. Last nights "other" party delayed me a bit this morning #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 06:33 | cyberdivalivesl

Up and at 'em at #Xroads2012.

03-Jul-12 06:42 | CultureDoctor

@SocProf Shown yesterday at #Xroads2012 conference in Paris: https://t.co/nLmiiIkA

03-Jul-12 06:43 | Laetitiabiscarr

First night in Paris + Tiki Bar + red wine + over-enthusiastic = sore head at start of a conference. Off to a "good"
start #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 06:52 | clif_weibo

Day 2 ! Good morning everyone ! Don't forget : the hahstag is #Xroads2012 !

03-Jul-12 07:01 | Crossroads2012

RT @Crossroads2012: Day 2 ! Good morning everyone ! Don't forget : the hahstag is #Xroads2012 !

03-Jul-12 07:02 | gonzagauthier

Download the daily program (concerning the regular sessions of this afternoon) here : http://t.co/ON1D0K3w
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 07:15 | Crossroads2012

Day two of #Xroads2012.

03-Jul-12 07:25 | Ali_Sperling

[2/3] #Xroads2012 PLENARY#3 / P. F. Bandia: Postcoloniality &the Dynamics of Class and Power. Discourses of
Resistance within the Postcolony

03-Jul-12 07:30 | Crossroads2012

[3/3] #Xroads2012 / PLENARY#3 / Chair: Ana-Lucia Sa ; Discutants: Anne Isabelle François & Tumba Shango
Lokoho

03-Jul-12 07:30 | Crossroads2012

[1/3] #Xroads2012 / PLENARY#3 / F. Vergès: No Testament Precedes Our Heritage’, René Char. Politics of
Disposability and Forms of Resistance

03-Jul-12 07:30 | Crossroads2012

Crossroads in Cultural Studies. Day 2. #Xroads2012 http://t.co/s74PpFvk

03-Jul-12 07:35 | Moossye

In the lecture hall at the Unesco #Xroads2012 http://t.co/TZLFfRnM

03-Jul-12 07:35 | melaniebourdaa



Day 2 // #xroads2012 (@ UNESCO) http://t.co/lH7Pfrmn

03-Jul-12 07:39 | AuroreGallarino

Vergès quoting Hobsbawm: "nothing sharpens the mind like defeat" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 07:49 | Maxxxpod

Vergès: Quai Branly's L'invention du sauvage as republican exhib 2 educate the mass to diversity without talking
ab. colonialism #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 07:51 | Maxxxpod

Apparently the hashtag is #Xroads2012.

03-Jul-12 07:53 | BenLitherland

#Xroads2012 Francoise Verges currently on stage in room I http://t.co/0fmCv3eU

03-Jul-12 07:55 | Crossroads2012

Vergès on the reduction of France to the hexagon by the media, and France as "a mutilated geography"
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 07:55 | Maxxxpod

RT @Maxxxpod: Vergès: Quai Branly's L'invention du sauvage as republican exhib 2 educate the mass to
diversity without talking ab. colonialism #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 07:55 | Moossye

I'd love to be there but unfortunately my paper has been rejected.Anyway,I wish success those who have a
presentation.Enjoy it! #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 07:56 | Amaaansanki

Vergès: "working on slavery has teached me to interrogate the fabric of consent" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 07:59 | Maxxxpod

RT @Maxxxpod: Vergès on the reduction of France to the hexagon by the media, and France as "a mutilated
geography" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:00 | Hexagonbot

Day 2 of #Xroads2012. Mild ankle sprain, arriving late to plenary. Francoise Verges on the stage, trying to catch
up!

03-Jul-12 08:04 | beenash

Vergès: study of slavery must
emancipate itslf frm moralistic & humanistic views turning slave into figure 2 pity & protect #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:10 | Maxxxpod

RT @Maxxxpod: Vergès: study of slavery must
emancipate itslf frm moralistic & humanistic views turning slave into figure 2 pity & protect #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:11 | beenash

Vergès on the need to oppose the discourse of pacification that conceals predatory economics and te
privatization of ressources #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:12 | Maxxxpod

Vergès: "the neoliberal management logic of memory is to fragment it into particular group memories"
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:16 | Maxxxpod

RT @Maxxxpod: Vergès on the need to oppose the discourse of pacification that conceals predatory economics
and te privatization of ressources #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:19 | beenash

RT @Maxxxpod: Vergès: "the neoliberal management logic of memory is to fragment it into particular group
memories" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:19 | beenash

Paul F. Bandia: Translation and the Dynamics of Class and Power: Resistance and the Relocation of Cultures
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:21 | beenash

Vergès on the project "The slave at the Louvre" on the constituve absence of slave representations in the Louvre
collection #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:21 | Maxxxpod

Françoise Vergès' lecture was amazing! #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:22 | Maxxxpod



“@beenash: Paul F. Bandia: Translation and the Dynamics of Class and Power: Resistance and the Relocation
of Cultures #Xroads2012” now!

03-Jul-12 08:22 | Maxxxpod

PFB: history and role of translation & identifying poco identities through translocation of language #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:22 | beenash

Bandia: postcolonial discourse seems to have been reduced to the opposition of "the west and the rest"
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:25 | Maxxxpod

PFB: reduction of postcolonial to us/them dichotomy - risks casting e/thing postcolonial as
oppositional/reactionary #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:26 | beenash

RT @Maxxxpod: Vergès: study of slavery must
emancipate itslf frm moralistic & humanistic views turning slave into figure 2 pity & protect #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:26 | leilaangod

PFB: explores power relations w/in postcolonial societies themselves rather than colonizer/colonized relationship
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:27 | beenash

RT @Maxxxpod: Françoise Vergès' lecture was amazing! #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:28 | bungatuffie

RT @Crossroads2012: Download the daily program (concerning the regular sessions of this afternoon) here :
http://t.co/ON1D0K3w #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:35 | QcommeQueer

Bandia quoting Fanon -the opposition of colonizer and colonized obscurces the internalization of colonization by
both #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:35 | Maxxxpod

Bandia: "migrants as translated beings" (Rushdie described himself as such) #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:47 | Maxxxpod

Bandia: Translation not a recovery of essence but as a mode of transmocating and displacing ideas
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:51 | Maxxxpod

Bandia:Translocation leaves open the pt of departure and arrival, but connects fragmentee spaces and
processes of displacement #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:53 | Maxxxpod

hierarchies of affect ? who translates them and why - into articulations and stagings that can be comprehended
the center #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 08:59 | cyberdivalivesl

Read the #storify of #Xroads2012 conference (Day 1 in progress...) here >> http://t.co/N1mJYGqZ

03-Jul-12 09:01 | Crossroads2012

if we try to argue for a collapsing of us vs them - we risk celebrating a so-called decentering that is not happening
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:03 | cyberdivalivesl

The question more is - who is the us and who is the them - #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:04 | cyberdivalivesl

Come die with me! HIV/AIDS, euthanasia, and death in Israel-Palestine in our panel on death and dying today at
17.30, room 302 #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:06 | TalMorse

RT @Crossroads2012: Read the #storify of #Xroads2012 conference (Day 1 in progress...) here >>
http://t.co/N1mJYGqZ

03-Jul-12 09:07 | margarida_vlc

museum without objects as alternative space #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:07 | cyberdivalivesl

#Xroads2012 Question ds la salle : faut-il fermer le @quaibranly ? | Rep: Non travailler ens et construire 1esp
alternatif #postcolonialisme

03-Jul-12 09:08 | AuroreGallarino



RT @Crossroads2012 Read the storify of #Xroads2012 conference (Day 1 in progress...) here
http://t.co/Jp5Zripp

03-Jul-12 09:09 | lizarewind

"to break free or to reconnect?" question from the floor @Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:09 | cyberdivalivesl

who can break free or reconnect - who exercises such individuated and localized choices (even as a
community?) #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:10 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @AuroreGallarino: #Xroads2012 Question ds la salle : faut-il fermer le @quaibranly ? | Rep: Non travailler
ens et construire 1esp alternatif #postcolonialisme

03-Jul-12 09:10 | Maxxxpod

RT @Crossroads2012: Read the #storify of #Xroads2012 conference (Day 1 in progress...) here >>
http://t.co/N1mJYGqZ

03-Jul-12 09:10 | Maxxxpod

RT @TalMorse: Come die with me! HIV/AIDS, euthanasia, and death in Israel-Palestine in our panel on death
and dying today at 17.30, room 302 #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:20 | Birnhack

#Xroads2012 // 11.20 : Time to chose your spotlight session !

03-Jul-12 09:20 | Crossroads2012

RT @Crossroads2012: Read the #storify of #Xroads2012 conference (Day 1 in progress...) here >>
http://t.co/N1mJYGqZ

03-Jul-12 09:21 | melaniebourdaa

Awaiting #Xroads2012 'Feminism Exposed' session.

03-Jul-12 09:31 | sarahjcasey

"Whatever Happens to Race" starting now at #xroads2012 - with Yasmin Jiwani! (and others)

03-Jul-12 09:35 | CaptainWalbran

#Xroads2012 / S04–Room IV- "Feminism Exposed" with Marie-Hélène Bourcier, Jules Falquet, Geneviève
Fraisse, Eric Macé.

03-Jul-12 09:35 | Crossroads2012

#Xroads2012 / S05–Room I- "What Is Paris The Name Of?" with Nacira Guénif-Souilamas, Éric Maigret, Razmig
Keucheyan, Mireille Rosello.

03-Jul-12 09:35 | Crossroads2012

#Xroads2012 / S06–Room II- "Whatever Happens To Race?" with B. E. de B'béri, Y. Jiwani, S. Muecke, E.
Devonish, C. Nelson, M. Smith.

03-Jul-12 09:35 | Crossroads2012

Feminism exposed panel. What is Feminism in France - asks the moderator. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:35 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @Crossroads2012: #Xroads2012 / S06–Room II- "Whatever Happens To Race?" with B. E. de B'béri, Y.
Jiwani, S. Muecke, E. Devonish, C. Nelson, M. Smith.

03-Jul-12 09:36 | CaptainWalbran

Now at this MT @Crossroads2012 #Xroads2012 "Whatever Happens To Race?" w/ B. E. de B'béri,Y. Jiwani,S.
Muecke,E. Devonish,C. Nelson,M. Smith

03-Jul-12 09:38 | beenash

RT @Crossroads2012: #Xroads2012 / S04–Room IV- "Feminism Exposed" with Marie-Hélène Bourcier, Jules
Falquet, Geneviève Fraisse, Eric Macé.

03-Jul-12 09:38 | digitalpromises

First up: E. Devonish & S. Muecke: "Race & the Generation of Wealth: Migrants, Aboriginal Cultures &
Neo-Colonialism" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:39 | beenash

the economy and reorganization of Violence against women #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:39 | cyberdivalivesl

violence against women and against working people in general #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:40 | cyberdivalivesl



#replay RT @Crossroads2012: Read the #storify of #Xroads2012 conference (Day 1 in progress...) here >>
http://t.co/eB19TtFM

03-Jul-12 09:41 | AuroreGallarino

Always good to start your presentation with a political cartoon! #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:42 | CaptainWalbran

ED & SM: wealth created thru land ownership and education - those w/o access & ctrl left outside of productive
sector of society #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:42 | beenash

IMF head's history of violence against women - #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:43 | cyberdivalivesl

context http://t.co/UUK0BGwV via @HuffPostWorld #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:45 | cyberdivalivesl

SM&ED recommend (available online) "Immigration Nation: The Secret History of Us" - re: Aboriginal/White
relations in Australia #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:46 | CaptainWalbran

We put a panel on Paris and cultural studies in your Paris cultural studies conference, so you can Paris while you
culture. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:47 | Felantron

Now chairing the session, 'Whatever happened to race' at the #Xroads2012. So sorry Boulou couldn't be here.

03-Jul-12 09:47 | CultureDoctor

talking of maquiladora - women workers - and murders (fyi - also see ursula bieman's work if interested in this)
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:47 | cyberdivalivesl

ED & SM: 1901 White Australia policy- goal to keep non-whites out & purge colonial society of non-whites
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:48 | beenash

new ways of terrorizing women workers #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:48 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @CaptainWalbran: SM&ED recommend (available online) "Immigration Nation: The Secret History of Us" - re:
Aboriginal/White relations in Australia #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:48 | beenash

ED: Racial cleansing is never mentioned in the history of Australia, but that's what happened - thru law & policy
#xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:48 | CaptainWalbran

ED & SM: Australia produced as white through a series of racist-colonial policies #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:51 | beenash

violence agnst them is both professional and amatuer, social & indirectly institutional? private
violence/harrassment costs less #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:51 | cyberdivalivesl

ED: The 1950 Colombo plan welcomed Asian immigrants to "fight communism" but restricted blacks, ignored
Aboriginees #Australia #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:52 | CaptainWalbran

About neoliberal terrorising women #Xroads2012 #Herstory

03-Jul-12 09:52 | MartaBoniLund

Putting finishing touches on my paper for #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:53 | jason_a_w

moderator notes - "thankyou very much for talking in English" - next presenter coming on... #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:53 | cyberdivalivesl

@jason_a_w is #xroads2012 the Britney Spears fan meeting?

03-Jul-12 09:53 | norton_tim



Muecke & Devonish- Emoting and acknowledging shared humanity/wrongdoing often takes the place of actual
economic justice #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:54 | Black_Squirrel

ED&SM asked, is racism legal in Australia? No clause in Constitution that prohibits it, but grassroots organising to
fix this #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:54 | CaptainWalbran

40 years of our movement #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:54 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @Black_Squirrel: Muecke & Devonish- Emoting and acknowledging shared humanity/wrongdoing often takes
the place of actual economic justice #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:55 | cyberdivalivesl

Getting a tour of the "clandestine sites [of colonialism] in the City of Lights" at #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:56 | Felantron

Muecke & Devonish- Is racism legal in Australia? No existing non-discrimination law, remaining disparities in
land ownership #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:56 | Black_Squirrel

"France is blocked" #Xroads2012 "something is very strange in France" (just a couple random quotes out of
context:))

03-Jul-12 09:57 | cyberdivalivesl

French-centered approach for feminism #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:58 | MartaBoniLund

ED & SM: Indigeneity constructed as outside of modernity through Australian policies #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:58 | beenash

Muecke & Devonish- Remaining separation between indigeneity and modernity - required to abdicate aboriginal
identity for access #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 09:59 | Black_Squirrel

RT @Crossroads2012: #Xroads2012 / S06–Room II- "Whatever Happens To Race?" with B. E. de B'béri, Y.
Jiwani, S. Muecke, E. Devonish, C. Nelson, M. Smith.

03-Jul-12 09:59 | Fatie

ED & SM: Black & Indigenous ppls excluded from images of multicultural Australia #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:00 | beenash

RT @CultureDoctor: Now chairing the session, 'Whatever happened to race' at the #Xroads2012. So sorry
Boulou couldn't be here.

03-Jul-12 10:00 | DadaMamA3

"Service is a relation among women ... inside ... its a real question - crossing equality and freedom..a question
among feminism @Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:00 | cyberdivalivesl

off to Crossroads #Xroads2012!! See u there at 5, room 223! Social Media: the visual, the verbal & the self!

03-Jul-12 10:00 | Fatie

not who -but what
what is political consent?
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:00 | cyberdivalivesl

ED & SM: is old concept of terra nulllius now taking form of racial blindness under pre tense that equality
achieved? #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:00 | beenash

#Xroads2012 French intellectuals detached from their local context, travelling the world abroad in translation, and
returning as strangers.

03-Jul-12 10:01 | Felantron

RT @beenash: ED & SM: is old concept of terra nulllius now taking form of racial blindness under pre tense that
equality achieved? #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:01 | CaptainWalbran

Muecke & Devonish- Australian multiculturalism ends at darker shades of brown. Racism takes form of "racism is
over" blindness #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:01 | Black_Squirrel



raise the question of private and public #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:02 | cyberdivalivesl

#Xroads2012 Erasure of race, ethnicity, coloniality, gender in Bourdieu's early work, when taken out of context

03-Jul-12 10:03 | Felantron

RT @Felantron: We put a panel on Paris and cultural studies in your Paris cultural studies conference, so you
can Paris while you culture. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:04 | digitalpromises

ED&SM: Yes, j'accuse, Australia is a racist country. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:04 | CaptainWalbran

Malinda Smith: silences and erasures and amnesia around race and racialization in political science
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:05 | beenash

RT @sociographie: Demain, 'Pornographic Affects' > http://t.co/kbOl17AF > session PornStudies, july 3rd 3pm
hosted by @crossroads2012 Paris3 #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:05 | Moossye

Malinda Smith, UAlberta, speaking about erasure of race in Political Science in Canada #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:06 | CaptainWalbran

MS: Despite gestures towards equality, diversity, etc, these departments are "Whitetopias" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:07 | CaptainWalbran

Malinda Smith- Empirical study of course descriptions, race is marginalized from political science #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:08 | Black_Squirrel

MS: race is usually explored in relation to conflict, it is seen as a problem. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:09 | CaptainWalbran

RT @Black_Squirrel: Malinda Smith- Empirical study of course descriptions, race is marginalized from political
science #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:09 | cyberdivalivesl

MS: We must think about the link between domestic race relations and international relations #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:12 | CaptainWalbran

Viewing Paris through the eyes of a disoriented migrant, the city and the individual co-construct until both are
destroyed. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:12 | Felantron

MS: rare that concepts like state sovereignty are opened to interrogations of race; when it does happen it's often
tokenistic #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:13 | beenash

Malinda Smith- Race still as supplement or alternative to "normal" political science- seen in archives and
knowledge production #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:16 | Black_Squirrel

RT @Black_Squirrel: Malinda Smith- Race still as supplement or alternative to "normal" political science- seen in
archives and knowledge production #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:16 | CaptainWalbran

MS: hiddenness of race makes talking about it a bit like breaking a code #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:17 | beenash

RT @Black_Squirrel: Muecke & Devonish- Australian multiculturalism ends at darker shades of brown. Racism
takes form of "racism is over" blindness #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:17 | Maxxxpod

MS: racial silence usually leads to mythical storytelling about the discipline where race is erased. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:18 | CaptainWalbran

“@Black_Squirrel: Malinda Smith - "#Race still a supplement/alternative to 'normal' political science" #decolonize
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:20 | leilaangod



feminism is the product of modern patriarchies - next speaker continues on panel #Xroads2012 "overcoming
gender identities is utopic"

03-Jul-12 10:22 | cyberdivalivesl

"gender blind policies are counter-producting" - gender identification as a complex trajectory within a large
repertory #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:23 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @beenash: MS: hiddenness of race makes talking about it a bit like breaking a code #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:23 | Black_Squirrel

"ungendering" social roles and social spheres #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:23 | cyberdivalivesl

fyi - this is a male speaker - do not assumer all speakers on the feminism exposed panel are "Women"
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:24 | cyberdivalivesl

Tuesday session: Visibility, Activism & Social Media: the case of Wikileaks! Paris 3, censer. Room 127!
#Xroads2012!! Don't miss!

03-Jul-12 10:25 | Fatie

Camille Nelson- Law relies on internal precedent rather than broader social/scholarly/political discussions of race
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:26 | Black_Squirrel

Camille Nelson: we see decreasing recognition of relevance of race in jurisprudence #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:26 | beenash

Camille Nelson- Race/racism increasingly seen as "passé" in jurisprudence #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:27 | Black_Squirrel

Camille Nelson: In the text of the law we see a decreasing focus and reference to race
#xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:27 | CaptainWalbran

RT @Fatie: Tuesday session: Visibility, Activism & Social Media: the case of Wikileaks! Paris 3, censer. Room
127! #Xroads2012!! Don't miss!

03-Jul-12 10:29 | Moossye

Camille Nelson- Increasingly conservative bench reinterprets existing precedent in the frame of "color blindness"
excluding race #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:29 | Black_Squirrel

wonderful start for #Xroads2012 at UNESCO hq yesterday. will be presenting on orangutan game play in the late
afternoon. join us!

03-Jul-12 10:30 | hannawirman

CN: Case of "Colour Blindness" legally defined in 1896 - Clessy case. Clessy arrested for sitting in white's only
train car. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:31 | CaptainWalbran

Nelson is historicizing notion of "colour blindness" in terms of its emergence in US jurisprudence #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:31 | beenash

Camille Nelson- Roberts, chief justice, argues that acknowledging race is racism- undermines legal racial
remedies #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:33 | Black_Squirrel

CN: Courts parsing & minimizing importance of race - yet continue to have racial structural hierarchy, white
supremacy etc #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:34 | CaptainWalbran

CN: we need a more robust analysis of race & heightened race consciousness in the law #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:35 | beenash

Now looking at the history and legacy of intellectual-philosophical "Western" Marxism in Paris critical thought.
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:35 | Felantron

CN: We need a heightened race consciousness in law. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:35 | CaptainWalbran



CN: When Womyn elected we didn't hear abt end of gender discrimination - but when Obama elected racism
deemed to have ended #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:37 | CaptainWalbran

"French Theory" = an encounter between Western Marxism + structuralism, largely staged on American and
British soil #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:37 | Felantron

CN: election of women leaders never celebrated as end of sexism vs. election of obama heralded as start of era
of post-racial #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:37 | beenash

Camille Nelson- Law increasingly becomes an architect of cultural definitions (and erasure) #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:38 | Black_Squirrel

RT @CaptainWalbran: CN: When Womyn elected we didn't hear abt end of gender discrimination - but when
Obama elected racism deemed to have ended #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:39 | Black_Squirrel

#Xroads2012 "Feminism exposed" Avec MH Bourcier, Éric Macé, Jules Falquet et Geneviève Fraisse
http://t.co/whfAANrH

03-Jul-12 10:40 | AuroreGallarino

What does it mean to say post-patriarchy #Xroads2012 should women be stuck in particular roles and not note
violence perpetrated agains them

03-Jul-12 10:40 | cyberdivalivesl

Yasmin Jiwani: strategies & tactics of domination are shared transnationally e.g. Canada & Australia
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:40 | beenash

#Xroads2012 excellent questions being raised in the Feminism Exposed spotlight.

03-Jul-12 10:41 | digitalpromises

YJ: construction of race & nation through land-labour-body #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:41 | beenash

problematic reinsertion of the "traditional" as thirdworld other - even though qs was in general good #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:41 | cyberdivalivesl

@SnarkyJo - I'm sitting in a room with Sara Ahmed and Yasmin Jiwani right now...!! YJ is presenting
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:42 | CaptainWalbran

Radha Hegde - incoming co-editor of feminist media studies asking qs about compounding of patriarchy and
violence against women #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:43 | cyberdivalivesl

YJ: 'canon' of communication studies taken from global south & research on colonized ppls #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:44 | beenash

question from radha about the spaces for the political (usng eg of IMF head and how his violence against women
came into light) #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:45 | cyberdivalivesl

question in french - am sure someone is tweeting it? #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:45 | cyberdivalivesl

At the "Feminism exposed" panel with @Laetitiabiscarr and @AuroreGallarino #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:46 | melaniebourdaa

Don't miss this speech Transmedia Online #Xroads2012 session on Thursday 11h30 salle 226:
http://t.co/Jy3Skyik

03-Jul-12 10:47 | MartaBoniLund

YJ notes Foucault's appropriation of the Black Panther's concept of the race wars. This appropriation is always
happening #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:47 | CaptainWalbran

RT @melaniebourdaa: At the "Feminism exposed" panel with @Laetitiabiscarr and @AuroreGallarino
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:47 | AuroreGallarino



YJ: link btwn emergence of some disciplinary formations + racial-colonial management of populations
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:49 | beenash

Jiwani- Violent/political origins of racial disparities become unknowable, leaves "flawed families" and bio-racial
explinations #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:50 | Black_Squirrel

YJ: absence of race in comm. studies comes from sense that use of concept of race reifies it #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:52 | beenash

Who is in the position of building and sharing knowledge today? beware of easy enthusiasms about participatory
culture #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:54 | MartaBoniLund

YJ: evacuation of racial violence through discourse of culture #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:55 | beenash

Jiwani- Contemporary representations frame race as crime, conflict, exotic/erotic, (un)assimilation #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:57 | Black_Squirrel

YJ: we need to go back to grittiness of race, to look at the friction, to attend to that friction #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:57 | CaptainWalbran

YJ: talking race is risky, but the work is necessary - there are death worlds hiding underneath invisibility of race
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:57 | beenash

RT @beenash: YJ: talking race is risky, but the work is necessary - there are death worlds hiding underneath
invisibility of race #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 10:59 | Black_Squirrel

RT @MartaBoniLund: Who is in the position of building and sharing knowledge today? beware of easy
enthusiasms about participatory culture #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 11:02 | CultOrd

#Xroads2012 'feminism exposed'- can I just say, Jules Falquet thankyou for continuing to fly the feminist flag.

03-Jul-12 11:04 | sarahjcasey

#xroads2012 --> Check out new piece by Bobby Noble http://t.co/nMwyCjE5 @nomorepotlucks #record

03-Jul-12 11:23 | nomorepotlucks

#Xroads2012 Bye bye #UNESCO ! #OMW to @SorbNouvelle with @melaniebourdaa @Laetitiabiscarr &more

03-Jul-12 11:31 | AuroreGallarino

RT @Black_Squirrel: Jiwani- Contemporary representations frame race as crime, conflict, exotic/erotic,
(un)assimilation #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 11:36 | Maxxxpod

RT @beenash: YJ: talking race is risky, but the work is necessary - there are death worlds hiding underneath
invisibility of race #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 11:36 | Maxxxpod

RT @nomorepotlucks: #xroads2012 --> Check out new piece by Bobby Noble http://t.co/nMwyCjE5
@nomorepotlucks #record

03-Jul-12 11:38 | Maxxxpod

RT @AuroreGallarino: #Xroads2012 Bye bye #UNESCO ! #OMW to @SorbNouvelle with @melaniebourdaa
@Laetitiabiscarr &more

03-Jul-12 11:38 | Maxxxpod

Anyone hardcore enough to make it through the 12hr+ schedule today to attend our transmedia panel at 6.45? It
will be worth it. #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 12:01 | miriamruthross

RT @CaptainWalbran: @SnarkyJo - I'm sitting in a room with Sara Ahmed and Yasmin Jiwani right now...!! YJ is
presenting #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 12:02 | SnarkyJo

RT @CaptainWalbran: YJ: we need to go back to grittiness of race, to look at the friction, to attend to that friction
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 12:06 | SnarkyJo



#Xroads2012 ça recommence dans quelques minutes avec Pornographic Affects, ft. @sociographie

03-Jul-12 12:55 | Moossye

#xroads2012 La suite! (@ Université Paris III - Sorbonne Nouvelle) http://t.co/UCw3Flic

03-Jul-12 12:57 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 tous ces beaux accents anglais ça me donne envie d'aller me cacher dans un coin...

03-Jul-12 13:01 | Moossye

at panel that Angie Valdivia is chairing #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:05 | cyberdivalivesl

At #Xroads2012 listening to @sociographie on "Politics of affects / politics of access" in online sex-oriented
communities

03-Jul-12 13:06 | bodyspacesoc

#Xroads2012 Regular session on "pornographic affects" with @sociographie and @fsvoros

03-Jul-12 13:08 | AuroreGallarino

Bruno Cornellier: defining what the Indian 'thing' is within the modern Canadian settler nation #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:08 | miriamruthross

Ginzburg. Tracking, hunting & science are deeply connected. the same intellectual abilities. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:09 | MartaBoniLund

RT @Fatie: Tuesday session: Visibility, Activism & Social Media: the case of Wikileaks! Paris 3, censer. Room
127! #Xroads2012!! Don't miss!

03-Jul-12 13:10 | bodyspacesoc

Welcome to Censier - Sorbonne Nouvelle Campus for the parallel sessions ! Program here :
http://t.co/ErGXGGh6 #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:10 | Crossroads2012

Never imagined I'd live to hear Medieval German. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:10 | TalMorse

Sinclair- Fan culture: Systems of external and subcultural control channel the "controlled chaos" of the mosh pit
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:11 | Black_Squirrel

#xroads2012 just waiting for 'HE & Critical Pedagogy' panel to begin... Well, turn up, first of all!

03-Jul-12 13:12 | stampman29

RT @TalMorse: Never imagined I'd live to hear Medieval German. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:12 | MZierold

#xroads2012 It's OK, Ana Cruz is here - and so it is Handel Wright (respondent). #CS&education

03-Jul-12 13:19 | stampman29

Sinclair- Fan culture: Have increases in commercialization/industry control over live music shifted "extreme"
behaviors on-line #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:19 | Black_Squirrel

F. Pailler: on faking online #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:26 | Maxxxpod

French accents at #Xroads2012 ! ;) RT @Moossye: @endotician heard a few minutes ago : "my Jacques
Ranciere's accent"... ;)

03-Jul-12 13:26 | Crossroads2012

#Xroads2012 : Porning intimacy : homemade pornography on SellYourSexTape, par Kristina Pia Hofer

03-Jul-12 13:26 | Moossye

@endotician @moossye All accents are welcome! ;-) #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:27 | Crossroads2012



#AAAAARRRGGGHHHHHH ! Presentation Done ! Now kristina Pia Hofer is on stage ! #Xroads2012 #r245

03-Jul-12 13:28 | sociographie

Les éditons Mélanie Seteun tiennent un stand à #Xroads2012 cet après-midi, avec d’autres éditeurs à Censier.
Passez donc feuilleter Volume !

03-Jul-12 13:28 | Revue_Volume

#Xroads2012 @judyminx entering the 2455th room. To listen to Kristina ppt

03-Jul-12 13:29 | sociographie

#xroads2012 Ana Cruz outlining effects of neoliberal political-economy on education in K-12 and HE -
commodified, militarised, standardised!

03-Jul-12 13:30 | stampman29

K. Pia Hofer: quoting Constance Penley on the history of porn participatory culture in the age of VHS
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:30 | Maxxxpod

Duffett & Hearsum- Fandom in wake of dead or disappeared celebrities emphasize absence& relative
independence of object & fandom #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:31 | Black_Squirrel

Pia Hofer: the fantasy of the VHS image is that of going back to a time where "amateurs" were still untainted by
the business #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:33 | Maxxxpod

last night was saved by the kindness of strangers & received tix to see bobby noble & m-h bourcier! #merci
#transfeministqueer #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:34 | AgingSuperModel

RT @nomorepotlucks: #xroads2012 --> Check out new piece by Bobby Noble http://t.co/nMwyCjE5
@nomorepotlucks #record

03-Jul-12 13:35 | AgingSuperModel

isabel moreno - uses Kamari Maxine Clark's work - ideological matrix of race @local, national, global
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:36 | cyberdivalivesl

"Racial formations/racializations have similar effects but not the same everywhere" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:37 | cyberdivalivesl

expansion of markets - circulation of racial formations... #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:37 | cyberdivalivesl

#Xroads2012 Historical connections between film festivals and colonialism

03-Jul-12 13:38 | Felantron

Africa=index for black origins & US blackness - global hegemonic (globally circulate as forms of blackness
throughout the world) #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:38 | cyberdivalivesl

media central to circulating these different conceptualizations of difference in the global market place
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:39 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @Felantron: #Xroads2012 Historical connections between film festivals and colonialism

03-Jul-12 13:40 | lizarewind

the willfull hand of latina transnational bodies - #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:41 | cyberdivalivesl

speedy monotone reading of papers should be banned. can we actually try to interact with each other in more
embodied ways? #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:45 | hoksze

RT @hoksze: speedy monotone reading of papers should be banned. can we actually try to interact with each
other in more embodied ways? #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:45 | MZierold

Florian Voros on "the everyday life receptions of condomless pornographies" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:46 | Maxxxpod



Racial Demographics Pew Hispanic US Census ASC 2011 - #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:46 | cyberdivalivesl

#Xroads2012 @fsvoros on stage now. 'the frenzy of raw sex,'

03-Jul-12 13:46 | sociographie

RT @sociographie: #Xroads2012 @fsvoros on stage now. 'the frenzy of raw sex,'

03-Jul-12 13:47 | Maxxxpod

Damned, @fsvoros has 2 différent titles at the same session. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:48 | sociographie

focus on US produced texts for remainder of presentation #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:49 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @Maxxxpod: Florian Voros on "the everyday life receptions of condomless pornographies" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:49 | sociographie

"Ethnoracial Flexibility" says Isabel Moreno becomes "Globally commodifiable" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:50 | cyberdivalivesl

#Xroads2012 how to sutdy bareback materials &their usages beyond the debate about "effect" of pictures>
adopting à comprehensive standpoint

03-Jul-12 13:51 | sociographie

defined by its commodifiability as a circulatable global good #Xroads2012 racially flexibility increases surplus
value of some Latina bodies

03-Jul-12 13:51 | cyberdivalivesl

Il est pas beau, notre stand ? #Xroads2012 http://t.co/VHvq5nW6

03-Jul-12 13:52 | Revue_Volume

Ooops previous tweet was about @fsvoros #r245 #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:52 | sociographie

flexible production - surplus value - value beyond worth - flexible management of racial and ethnic identity
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:52 | cyberdivalivesl

lots of people are missing an excellent panel here! #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 13:53 | cyberdivalivesl

Is it unfair to remind all chairs of the highly desirable but also neccesary skill of getting presenters to round up at
20 min #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:01 | miriamruthross

Scoop revealed by S. Paasonen: Treasure Island Media's creator Paul Morris has a Phd in music #Xroads2012
#thequeerchannel

03-Jul-12 14:11 | Maxxxpod

Martin Power- Chicano Morrisey fans glocalize, appropriate, and recontextualize/use the music/artist for local
concerns #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:12 | Black_Squirrel

http://t.co/rNz9oiqj
in-progress - #Xroads2012 (will willingly fill in gaps f2f)

03-Jul-12 14:15 | cyberdivalivesl

Don't forget, tomorrow we all go to an evening of fun and dancing at the TRABENDO bar ! http://t.co/Yt98fJHn
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:15 | Crossroads2012

RT @cyberdivalivesl: http://t.co/rNz9oiqj
in-progress - #Xroads2012 (will willingly fill in gaps f2f)

03-Jul-12 14:16 | samarita

Go Judy! @judyminx making a point on suspension of belief in socalld amateur porn& the mimicry of authenticity
#thequeerchannel #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:17 | Maxxxpod



RT @Crossroads2012: Don't forget, tomorrow we all go to an evening of fun and dancing at the TRABENDO bar
! http://t.co/Yt98fJHn #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:17 | Maxxxpod

RT @Maxxxpod: Go Judy! @judyminx making a point on suspension of belief in socalld amateur porn& the
mimicry of authenticity #thequeerchannel #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:19 | Moossye

Some of the questions, if you can all them that, take longer than the presentations. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:19 | fearkeysersoze

RT @Crossroads2012: Don't forget, tomorrow we all go to an evening of fun and dancing at the TRABENDO bar
! http://t.co/8fwdi3Z4 #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:21 | AuroreGallarino

Je rêve? @MissTrollMedia à #Xroads2012 ? #culturtrollstudies

03-Jul-12 14:27 | bodyspacesoc

An inspiring panel on queer temporalities comes to an end. Given the topic, this should go on a while.
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:28 | MZierold

Coucou!! :-) kissoux MTM RT @bodyspacesoc: Je rêve? @MissTrollMedia à #Xroads2012 ? #culturtrollstudies

03-Jul-12 14:29 | MissTrollMedia

Décidément, elle est partout ! > RT @bodyspacesoc: Je rêve? @MissTrollMedia à #Xroads2012 ?
#culturtrollstudies

03-Jul-12 14:30 | dasmtweets

Great panel and post discussion on Mad Men and Hung at #Xroads2012 dare I say it was Sarte-orial!

03-Jul-12 14:34 | KayeFraye

RT @MZierold: An inspiring panel on queer temporalities comes to an end. Given the topic, this should go on a
while. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 14:37 | Maxxxpod

Huhuhu! RT @dasmtweets: Décidément, elle est partout ! > RT @bodyspacesoc: Je rêve? @MissTrollMedia à
#Xroads2012 ? #culturtrollstudies

03-Jul-12 14:42 | MissTrollMedia

At my session visual verbal self room 223 #Xroads2012.

03-Jul-12 14:59 | Fatie

Room 223 #Xroads2012 http://t.co/ZTVjszgB

03-Jul-12 15:02 | Fatie

facebook - online ethnography #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:05 | cyberdivalivesl

#Posthumanism: back to Lyotard - everything we consider especially human actually is not human. #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:09 | MZierold

#Xroads2012 At "Social Media: the visual, the verbal and the self" room223

03-Jul-12 15:15 | AuroreGallarino

Looking desperately for @Moossye , lost in the rows... #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:15 | sociographie

A reading of "The Walking Dead" in light of #posthumanism. (room 301) #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:16 | MZierold

Ok @Moossye. Has in fact à Nice french but fluent accent ;-) #NOranciereeffect #Xroads2012 #r303

03-Jul-12 15:17 | sociographie

Brazil's Media Rating Organisation claims to have research to back its rating system but can't systematically
prove the research #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:20 | miriamruthross



#Xroads2012. On the field @Moossye had studied : videogames have to follow establishment rule to gain
legitimacy << nemesis

03-Jul-12 15:22 | sociographie

RT @Maxxxpod: Go Judy! @judyminx making a point on suspension of belief in socalld amateur porn& the
mimicry of authenticity #thequeerchannel #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:25 | sociographie

Framme i Paris! Nu ska jag försöka lista ut hur jag tar mig till #Xroads2012 för att hinna med dagens sista
session.

03-Jul-12 15:25 | johannadahlin

Oh @endotician was in the #r245 ! :-) the room of #Ranciereeffect !!!! #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:29 | sociographie

A talk on Replicants in Blade Runner and Cylons in #BSG at #Xroads2012 #heaven

03-Jul-12 15:34 | melaniebourdaa

done with my presentation - now I can enjoy and engage with others'
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:42 | cyberdivalivesl

Role of new media in public reasoning and social movements in authoritarian systems #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:43 | cyberdivalivesl

a good aftrnoon session on pornography/affect, particularly Kristina Pia Hofer's notion of "porning
(heteronormative?) intimacy" #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:44 | Ali_Sperling

#Xroads2012 || Room223: two visions of social media and power >> http://t.co/Wz00IS6P

03-Jul-12 15:49 | AuroreGallarino

political participation, deliberative democracy - #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:51 | cyberdivalivesl

"when and under what conditions do arguments of mixed company become and authoritative base for
progressive political action?" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:52 | cyberdivalivesl

Great talk by Debra Benita Shaw on #posthumanism and the metropolis. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:52 | MZierold

"in 2007 Persian becamse the third most used language or blogging after English and Mandarin" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:53 | cyberdivalivesl

Photo-sharing session 2 Soerensen #Xroads2012 Picasa. http://t.co/Cuw0OWAT

03-Jul-12 15:54 | Fatie

Big thank to @bodyspacesoc for coaching, to @fsvoros for panelling, and to the 40+ people WHO were listening
to us in room #r245 #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 15:55 | sociographie

The problem with designing digital games for apes: They are much more interested in people than in screens.
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:01 | MZierold

@AuroreGallarino #Xroads2012 http://t.co/4k0ApK5o Je dirais Gypse... Mais de manière incertaine encore....

03-Jul-12 16:04 | wpatoche

The question of legitimacy is back at the Ranciere and Cultural Studies
session-this time that of the "ignorant schoolmaster" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:10 | Maxxxpod

third-world majority and scalar - thenmouzhi and kara continue presentation #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:17 | cyberdivalivesl

"A story is the most important unit of social change" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:18 | cyberdivalivesl



decolonize internalized messages #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:19 | cyberdivalivesl

lack of visual and narrative language #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:19 | cyberdivalivesl

Jody Berland insists that humans still are humans - but that doesn't necessarily mean we're special, it might
mean we're bad.. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:19 | MZierold

freedom schools of the 1960s #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:20 | cyberdivalivesl

wonderful copanelists! #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:22 | cyberdivalivesl

#Xroads2012 Great Panel on social media in room 223! Talk about UGC and other pratices on SNS as #picasa
#blog & #fb http://t.co/PnQhoQtk

03-Jul-12 16:22 | AuroreGallarino

RT @MZierold: Jody Berland insists that humans still are humans - but that doesn't necessarily mean we're
special, it might mean we're bad.. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:38 | sociographie

Today's pick is the intimacies of information double session, wow! And the first time I've ever seen a bow-tie at a
CS conf #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:47 | melgregg

#Xroads2012 comparing the testimonials cultures of sexual and gender minorities #r223

03-Jul-12 16:56 | sociographie

Thnx to #Xroads2012 wonderful sessiom gr8 feedback! #vivelarecherche!!!

03-Jul-12 16:56 | Fatie

RT @Maxxxpod: The question of legitimacy is back at the Ranciere and Cultural Studies
session-this time that of the "ignorant schoolmaster" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 16:57 | stampman29

Thnx to #culturevisuelle #Xroads2012 there r days when being a phd researcher feels gr8!

03-Jul-12 16:59 | Fatie

#Xroads2012 introduction/abstract made in gaelic to point that english hegemony in cultural studies is a problem

03-Jul-12 17:27 | sociographie

Rethink military rhetoric in todays internet!#Xroads2012. Algorithms as weapons?

03-Jul-12 17:35 | Fatie

@Fatie dans quelle sessions ? enfin plutôt dans quelle salle ? #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 17:39 | sociographie

I'm glad the #Xroads2012 party is tomorrow night, so no one will have problems getting up for my panel tmrrw
morning at 9.30 in room 212B.

03-Jul-12 17:41 | MZierold

"Unknown territories of digital media research" Wed 09:30h in 212B, featuring @rgrusin, @cb_harvey, Anna
Reading & myself. #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 17:44 | MZierold

Comparaive analysis of testimonials : 3 bodies of testimonials : ppl livg with HIV / sexworkers /lgbtqi identifed.
#Xroads2012 #r223

03-Jul-12 17:51 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 usages of the 'I" is really différent in each groups : HIVlvng ppl use I . As workers are using "wé"
>collective knowledge #r223

03-Jul-12 17:54 | sociographie

RT @beenash: YJ: talking race is risky, but the work is necessary - there are death worlds hiding underneath
invisibility of race #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 17:58 | cyberdivalivesl



RT @beenash: YJ: evacuation of racial violence through discourse of culture #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 17:58 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @beenash: YJ: absence of race in comm. studies comes from sense that use of concept of race reifies it
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 17:58 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @beenash: YJ: 'canon' of communication studies taken from global south & research on colonized ppls
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 17:58 | cyberdivalivesl

@Fatie bonjour, j'ai vu votre présentation tout à l'heure, c'était vraiment très intéressant. Merci encore! :)
#Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 18:18 | AuroreGallarino

A fantastic day in #Xroads2012! Thanks to Fred Pailler, Kristina Pia Hofer & @fsvoros : it was very interesting!

03-Jul-12 18:42 | Laetitiabiscarr

RT @Laetitiabiscarr: A fantastic day in #Xroads2012! Thanks to Fred Pailler, Kristina Pia Hofer & @fsvoros : it
was very interesting!

03-Jul-12 18:43 | melaniebourdaa

RT @sociographie: #Xroads2012 introduction/abstract made in gaelic to point that english hegemony in cultural
studies is a problem

03-Jul-12 18:45 | Laetitiabiscarr

@AuroreGallarino merci pour votre retour, votre patience et votre participation.#Xroads2012.

03-Jul-12 18:51 | Fatie

A great second day at #Xroads2012 : talks and panels on multiculturalism, feminism, porn studies and SF #BSG

03-Jul-12 18:54 | melaniebourdaa

RT @Laetitiabiscarr: A fantastic day in #Xroads2012! Thanks to Fred Pailler, Kristina Pia Hofer & @fsvoros : it
was very interesting!

03-Jul-12 19:01 | sociographie

RT @cyberdivalivesl: "A story is the most important unit of social change" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 19:45 | gonzagauthier

RT @Laetitiabiscarr: A fantastic day in #Xroads2012! Thanks to Fred Pailler, Kristina Pia Hofer & @fsvoros : it
was very interesting!

03-Jul-12 19:45 | Maxxxpod

RT @melaniebourdaa: A great second day at #Xroads2012 : talks and panels on multiculturalism, feminism, porn
studies and SF #BSG

03-Jul-12 19:45 | Maxxxpod

RT @sociographie: #Xroads2012 usages of the 'I" is really différent in each groups : HIVlvng ppl use I . As
workers are using "wé" >collective knowledge #r223

03-Jul-12 20:22 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @cyberdivalivesl: "in 2007 Persian becamse the third most used language or blogging after English and
Mandarin" #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 20:27 | frprinsen

#xroads2012; who is going tomorrow to the Trabendo night ?

03-Jul-12 20:29 | gabydavid

great day at #xroads2012 with sessions on social media, craftivism in the blogosphere & vengeance and bad sex
in Millenium, Melancholia etc.

03-Jul-12 21:15 | killedbyproxy

Phew, paper done and interesting questions were asked; time to relax and enjoy Paris. #xroads2012

03-Jul-12 22:02 | BenLitherland

Are there any #Xroads2012 -ers still up, maybe touring Paris?

03-Jul-12 22:32 | HannInParis

@HannInParis Just relaxing before sleep! Another long day of academic & touristic stimulation! Here's to another
full day tmrw #Xroads2012

03-Jul-12 22:47 | CaptainWalbran
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#Xroads2012 queer resistance II. robots, insects and new family groups

04-Jul-12 09:42 | darandaj

#Xroads2012 Hervé Glevarec on "After distinction: the tablature of cultural tastes" (with Éric Maigret & mark
Hayward) http://t.co/tXNrL1x9

04-Jul-12 09:44 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 Hogan- web page crashes should not be seen as exceptional disaster, but an expected, planned
for, normal state

04-Jul-12 09:44 | Black_Squirrel

#Xroads2012 Hogan- Online archive: not so much what is preserved, but what is recovered

04-Jul-12 09:46 | Black_Squirrel

@ Panel: Social Media and Mobilization: D. Murthy is discussing Twitter's role in recent social movements
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 09:47 | jordisn

#Xroads2012 Glevarec : Tablature model / quater of turn: http://t.co/JeK165C6

04-Jul-12 09:47 | AuroreGallarino

#xroads2012 #mediaarchaeology & DIY - Mel Hogan: does the volatility of the web as medium elude the power of
the archive?

04-Jul-12 09:47 | stampman29

Ah thank you Hervé Glevarec, this is the first time I hear the word fandom at #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 09:48 | melaniebourdaa

#xroads2012 #mediaarchaeology the lesson for archive researchers = 'Share Everything.'

04-Jul-12 09:48 | stampman29

+1 RT @melaniebourdaa: Ah thank you Hervé Glevarec, this is the first time I hear the word fandom at
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 09:49 | AuroreGallarino

Murthy: People in twitter have influence, but Can a tweet convince people to take to high-risk streets?
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 09:51 | jordisn

Great paper by Christine Kim on global Asia and intimacy #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 09:53 | JOMECjournal

Murthy: online arena proves ideal at coordinating protests but the question is whether a tweet can bring to the
street. #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 09:54 | jordisn

2morrow, i'll talk about the reception of (homo)sexual contents in harry potter fanfictions. Have to practice my
Ranciere accent #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 09:55 | AuroreGallarino

Jenny Sunden talking about epistemological implications of passionate scholarship and gut feelings in fieldwk
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 09:56 | Maxxxpod

#xroads2012 #mediaarchaeology @aliceinwunder studying the messiness of makers,on-/off-line networks & their
microeconomies

04-Jul-12 09:56 | stampman29

@JOMECjournal #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 09:57 | stampman29

Sunden: thinking feminism with steampunk to provide an affective & political response to contemporary
technoculture #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:00 | Maxxxpod

Paper I gave yesterday: "Ranciere & the Disciplines": http://t.co/iZap3FUv #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:01 | JOMECjournal

RT @JOMECjournal: Paper I gave yesterday: "Ranciere & the Disciplines": http://t.co/iZap3FUv #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:02 | CardiffUniFILM



Sunden grounding affect studies in a deleuzian and spinozian frame #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:03 | Maxxxpod

Paper I'm improvising around tomorrow: "'I know kung fu!': when orientalism is a good thing"
http://t.co/KN0DYWGt #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:04 | JOMECjournal

RT @JOMECjournal: Paper I gave yesterday: "Ranciere & the Disciplines": http://t.co/iZap3FUv #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:05 | Maxxxpod

#Xroads2012 Éric Maigret talk about the legitimacy of comic books quoting Art #Spiegelman. Remind me the
exhibition at @centrepompidou

04-Jul-12 10:07 | AuroreGallarino

RT @JOMECjournal: Paper I gave yesterday: "Ranciere & the Disciplines": http://t.co/iZap3FUv #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:10 | llantwit

Listening to "The good, the bad and the media". Now: "Bad series and good critic". #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:11 | killedbyproxy

#Xroads2012 Wallace- Ideo Method Cards embed the ethnographic method into ap form

04-Jul-12 10:12 | Black_Squirrel

K. Kyrolla talking about affective spectatorship and formation of body images -through the case of Precious
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:13 | Maxxxpod

Maigret on Asterios Polyp and Mazzuchelli's work #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:13 | melaniebourdaa

@Maxxxpod too interesting to live-tweet. I am taking notes the old-fashioned way #fangirl #Xroads2012
#MaigretGlevarec

04-Jul-12 10:15 | melaniebourdaa

RT @melaniebourdaa: @Maxxxpod too interesting to live-tweet. I am taking notes the old-fashioned way #fangirl
#Xroads2012 #MaigretGlevarec

04-Jul-12 10:15 | Maxxxpod

RT @melaniebourdaa: @Maxxxpod too interesting to live-tweet. I am taking notes the old-fashioned way #fangirl
#Xroads2012 #MaigretGlevarec

04-Jul-12 10:19 | AuroreGallarino

Halbout: the language of love in branded content in SNS. Manipulation? Confrontation? Cooperation? Shared
value? #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:20 | jordisn

#Xroads2012 Luka- Piecemeal work assemblages in the arts disadvantage those who already had less access-
women, ppl of color, etc.

04-Jul-12 10:25 | Black_Squirrel

#Xroads2012 Graphic novels are "trojan horses" in library and participate of the legitimacy of comics in general.
E. Maigret.

04-Jul-12 10:25 | AuroreGallarino

I keep chuckling to myself about the way that one keynote (from a Liverpool suburb) said he comes from "the
projects" #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:26 | JOMECjournal

Marcus Breen: Internet, the United States of Ideology #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:27 | jordisn

@AuroreGallarino excellent! I wish I was in that panel! #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:28 | JOMECjournal

Entre deux panels à #Xroads2012, n’hésitez pas à venir boire un café dans la salle des éditeurs !

04-Jul-12 10:28 | Revue_Volume

#Xroads2012 internet become an event. United states of ideology = internet. Hmm provocative talk by Breen

04-Jul-12 10:28 | Fatie



@JOMECjournal It was fascinating!! :) #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:29 | AuroreGallarino

RT @AuroreGallarino: #Xroads2012 Graphic novels are "trojan horses" in library and participate of the legitimacy
of comics in general. E. Maigret.

04-Jul-12 10:29 | Maxxxpod

RT @Revue_Volume: Entre deux panels à #Xroads2012, n’hésitez pas à venir boire un café dans la salle des
éditeurs !

04-Jul-12 10:29 | Maxxxpod

#xroads2012 - Beyond the Sociology of tastes: Power and Postlegitimacy which recognizes hist. contingency of
taste cultures via Bourdieu...

04-Jul-12 10:30 | r_j_nichols

...and to see that taste cultures clash, seeking to gain ideological purchase both across genres, in a moment and
over time. #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:32 | r_j_nichols

Read more about Comics and postlegitimacy with Éric Maigret paper in "La bande dessinée, une mediaculture"
#Xroads2012 http://t.co/w6tGAy67

04-Jul-12 10:32 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 Luka- Crowdfunding requires an extraordinary amount of free labor

04-Jul-12 10:33 | Black_Squirrel

not tweeting feels like cheating when listening to papers on digital aesthetics and the co-creation of sense.
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:33 | hoksze

S. Paasonen talking about the boredom of the researcher working on porn and becoming numb to your object
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:34 | Maxxxpod

Eric Maigret : “opera has become a sub-culture” #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:36 | Revue_Volume

Listen to M. Breen one thinks that we need more self-criticism when researching on the Internet. Beware the
Consumers Utopia! #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:38 | jordisn

;-) @hoksze not tweeting feels like cheating when listening to papers on digital aesthetics and the co-creation of
sense. #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:38 | lizarewind

RT @theCrazyCrane “Spiegelman represents the comic books as the Jews or homosexuals of culture”
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:39 | louije

S. Paasonen criticizing textual reading in film studies as a form of mastery over the text #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:40 | Maxxxpod

Affect as a relation and assemblage between bodies humans and nonhumans - Paasonen #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:41 | Maxxxpod

RT @Revue_Volume: Eric Maigret : “opera has become a sub-culture” #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:43 | r_j_nichols

Ghassan Hage: talking abt inequality is not necessarily the same as talking abt relationality + domination
#xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:44 | beenash

RT @lizarewind @hoksze not tweeting feels like cheating when listening to papers on digital aesthetics&the
co-creation of sense #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:44 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 SNS among teens is a platform to uncover someone as queer

04-Jul-12 10:44 | darandaj

RT @beenash: Ghassan Hage: talking abt inequality is not necessarily the same as talking abt relationality +
domination #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:45 | Maxxxpod



...opera an interesting example of a power relation frzn in time: still seems high culture but if most don't care =
subculture? #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:46 | r_j_nichols

Paasonen: the mediation of affective relations and reactions often fails & phenomenology doesn't seem helpful in
that matter #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:47 | Maxxxpod

#femcoll #xroads2012 takeaway beware methodological evangelism!

04-Jul-12 10:48 | castabile

Paasonen: Sedgwick methodology of 'reparative readings' useful not to just find what we've been looking for in
images #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:50 | Maxxxpod

Can I say Amen? RT @castabile: #femcoll #xroads2012 takeaway beware methodological evangelism!

04-Jul-12 10:50 | r_j_nichols

“Distinction corresponds to an aristocratic way of describing the world. But we are in a democracy now”. Hervé
Glevarec #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:50 | Revue_Volume

Paasonen: if the residence of affect is the body, how do we study it without returning to an interpretative logic?
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:52 | Maxxxpod

Hage: modernity has turned us into mono-realists, incapable of grasping multiple realities #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 10:55 | beenash

Poaching #xroads2012 tag cloud by adding " #fandom " >>> http://t.co/K9KJ4H6F

04-Jul-12 10:59 | AuroreGallarino

+1 RT @AuroreGallarino Poaching #xroads2012 tag cloud by adding " #fandom " >>> http://t.co/I7C9t7SL

04-Jul-12 10:59 | melaniebourdaa

Right! RT @hoksze: not tweeting feels like cheating when listening to papers on digital aesthetics and the
co-creation of sense. #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 11:06 | kamwaikui

#Xroads2012 too much happening, can't tweet it all, will tweet later about all i heard and saw

04-Jul-12 11:55 | judyminx

My paper waiting to be presented. #xroads2012 #paris http://t.co/eDHS5dCM

04-Jul-12 11:58 | aliceinwunder

#Xroads2012 but for now i'll just say: Eric Macéthinks feminism is no longer a useful paradigm as "we live in a
post-patriarchy".

04-Jul-12 11:58 | judyminx

I just bumped into Jacques #Ranciere as I was walking past the Ecole Normale Superieure! I feel like I'm living a
dream! #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 12:02 | JOMECjournal

I just bumped into Jacques #Ranciere as I was walking past the Ecole Normale Superieure! I feel like I'm living a
dream! #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 12:03 | CardiffUniFILM

@judyminx Um. What? #xroads2012

04-Jul-12 12:04 | CaptainWalbran

RT @judyminx: #Xroads2012 too much happening, can't tweet it all, will tweet later about all i heard &saw < a
#postLT #postLIVEtweet !?! :-D

04-Jul-12 12:20 | sociographie

RT @Maxxxpod: Paasonen: if the residence of affect is the body [...] #Xroads2012 <<< but it is not !!! Is it ?!

04-Jul-12 12:25 | sociographie

What are you doing Thrusday night ? Come dine on board an Open Excursion Boat (Bateaux-Mouche)
http://t.co/sNvHOEV3 #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 12:35 | Crossroads2012



RT @robinboast: #crossroads. Everywhere are Foucault's last lectures. They are having a massive effect.
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 12:42 | sociographie

@KarenPuddicombe Thanks! Colleagues on the panel were outstanding. It was a great session. #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 12:52 | leilaangod

Excited to meet and mingle with Crossroads participants tonight in Paris @ trabendo... @viola_lasmana
#xroads2012

04-Jul-12 12:57 | Ali_Sperling

RT @judyminx: #Xroads2012 but for now i'll just say: Eric Macéthinks feminism is no longer a useful paradigm as
"we live in a post-patriarchy".

04-Jul-12 13:35 | Felantron

This night, "The Sociologist", aka Gérôme Guibert, Associate Professor at Sorbonne Nouvelle University will be
one of our DJs !! #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 14:16 | Crossroads2012

And French Tourist will be our second DJ ! Free radio activist during the 80s, this atypical DJ will be at
TRABENDO until 2am ! #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 14:31 | Crossroads2012

@AuroreGallarino your paper sounds fascinating! I've written about HP slash in the past. Wish I was at
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 14:39 | RacWood

@sociographie yep seems strange that she'd localize affect within body guess i missed a part of the argument
#livetweetfail #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 15:31 | Maxxxpod

@ MissTrollMedia proved that there was no # transmedia. But find @Crossroads2012 with #Xroads2012 now.

04-Jul-12 15:35 | centrepompidou

@MissTrollMedia a prouvé que le #transmédia n'existait pas. Mais retrouvez @Crossroads2012 avec
#Xroads2012 actuellement.

04-Jul-12 15:40 | centrepompidou

After days of intellectual stimulation, come relax with the other participants of #Xroads2012 at TRABENDO from
8pm >> http://t.co/3QMWaqTH

04-Jul-12 16:01 | Crossroads2012

RT @Crossroads2012: After days of intellectual stimulation, come relax with the other participants of
#Xroads2012 at TRABENDO from 8pm >> http://t.co/3QMWaqTH

04-Jul-12 16:38 | Revue_Volume

@Maxxxpod this is absolutely not a #livetweetfail but a collective reframing about a important question in CS
#livetweetSTRike #Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 16:47 | sociographie

RT @Maxxxpod: Affect as a relation and assemblage between bodies humans and nonhumans - Paasonen
#Xroads2012

04-Jul-12 16:54 | sociographie

Tomorrow at #Xroads2012, I will be in the panel :"convergence culture and Transmedia strategies"

04-Jul-12 17:27 | melaniebourdaa

DJG-rôme Guibert, mixe ce soir @Trabendo_ à partir de 20h @Xroads2012 #Xroads2012 >>
http://t.co/ZEIfepP3

04-Jul-12 17:40 | Revue_Volume

Oh and I presented on the Arab spring and social media today at #xroads2012 at the Sorbonne.

04-Jul-12 17:59 | dianabossio

#Xroads2012-ers will you be there this evening at the Trabendo? @Crossroads2012

04-Jul-12 18:13 | HannInParis

RT @melaniebourdaa: Tomorrow at #Xroads2012, I will be in the panel :"convergence culture and Transmedia
strategies"

04-Jul-12 18:41 | Maxxxpod

RT @Revue_Volume: DJG-rôme Guibert, mixe ce soir @Trabendo_ à partir de 20h @Xroads2012 #Xroads2012
>> http://t.co/ZEIfepP3

04-Jul-12 18:42 | Maxxxpod



RT @Ali_Sperling: Excited to meet and mingle with Crossroads participants tonight in Paris @ trabendo...
@viola_lasmana
#xroads2012

04-Jul-12 18:42 | Maxxxpod

#Xroads2012 on stage : fire & sweat ! http://t.co/flKkaotr

04-Jul-12 22:16 | sociographie

RT @sociographie: #Xroads2012 on stage : fire & sweat ! http://t.co/flKkaotr

04-Jul-12 22:39 | Fatie

#Xroads2012 dance floor lightin up!!! http://t.co/ePgJPv1B

04-Jul-12 23:15 | Fatie

RT @sociographie: #Xroads2012 on stage : fire & sweat ! http://t.co/flKkaotr

05-Jul-12 01:14 | Maxxxpod

Hangover ? Noooo !!! ;-) #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 05:35 | gabydavid

RT @judyminx: #Xroads2012 too much happening, can't tweet it all, will tweet later about all i heard and saw

05-Jul-12 06:03 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @beenash: Hage: modernity has turned us into mono-realists, incapable of grasping multiple realities
#xroads2012

05-Jul-12 06:03 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @Maxxxpod: Paasonen: if the residence of affect is the body, how do we study it without returning to an
interpretative logic? #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 06:03 | cyberdivalivesl

RT @castabile: #femcoll #xroads2012 takeaway beware methodological evangelism!

05-Jul-12 06:04 | cyberdivalivesl

Day 4 at #Xroads2012: day of the #Transmedia panels

05-Jul-12 06:16 | melaniebourdaa

#Xroads2012 Day 4!

05-Jul-12 06:29 | Laetitiabiscarr

RT @gabydavid: Hangover ? Noooo !!! ;-) #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 06:38 | Fatie

#Xroads2012 the // panels system will push me to choose, 4 ex., between @Maxxxpod & @katecrawford or
@FannyGeorges & @Manuel_Boutet #GASP

05-Jul-12 06:46 | sociographie

Our 3 panels are today! "Unsettling Settler Cultures" at 11:30, 2:30, & 4:30. Check us out in pgs 213, 245, & 276
of the #Xroads2012 guide!

05-Jul-12 07:05 | CaptainWalbran

@RacWood Hi! I may send you my slides if you want. Do you have any links where i could read your work on
HP? :-) #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 07:17 | AuroreGallarino

3/3 #Xroads2012 / Amphitheater B - Representations of Animals: Critical Studies in Contemporary Culture /w J.
Berland, P. Wells, J. Burt.

05-Jul-12 07:25 | Crossroads2012

2/3 #Xroads2012 / Amphitheater A - Cognitive Capitalism /w Melissa Gregg, Kylie Jarrett, Greig de Peuter,
Andrew Ross.

05-Jul-12 07:25 | Crossroads2012

1/3 #Xroads2012 /Room437 Gender Approaches on Cinema & TV in France and G-B: a Great Divide /w R.
Moine, C. Geraghty, G. Sellier, L. Jullier

05-Jul-12 07:25 | Crossroads2012

Preview! Talk about #HarryPotter (homo)erotic fan fictions and queer issues in fandom on 2:30pm room220B
#Xroads2012 http://t.co/BmRojOee

05-Jul-12 07:31 | AuroreGallarino



Inviting y’all to our back-to-back “Queer Asia” panels starting 2:30pm Th.C.002 Rm 123. Come queer us up!
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 07:37 | hoksze

Jonathan Burt: starting with the animal image and linking it to ideas of the human and post-human. #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 07:40 | miriamruthross

RT @melaniebourdaa: Day 4 at #Xroads2012: day of the #Transmedia panels

05-Jul-12 07:40 | MartaBoniLund

Presenting today @Crossroads2012 at 2:30pm rm 303 with @LAHOMAthomas on the impact of discrimination in
the workplace. Join us! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 07:49 | UppalaC

Tu me la feras en privé ? RT @auroregallarino: Talk about #HarryPotter (homo)erotic fan fictions and queer
issues in fandom #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 07:54 | gonzagauthier

@gonzagauthier quand tu veux. :) #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 08:05 | AuroreGallarino

Paul Wells taking us through the Madagascar Problem and Bestial Ambivalence Paradigm #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 08:10 | miriamruthross

magnifique soirée c/o @NoviusInfo avec les #museogeeks rassemblés pour #museonum irl2, je repense à pls
discussions en omw vers #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 08:14 | lizarewind

Laurent Jullier: Ordinary #misogyny in French movies.#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 08:33 | MartaBoniLund

"what's wrong with French #cinéphilie?" #Jullier #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 08:34 | MartaBoniLund

RT @hoksze: Inviting y’all to our back-to-back “Queer Asia” panels starting 2:30pm Th.C.002 Rm 123. Come
queer us up! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 08:38 | kamwaikui

No one is livetweeting the 'Cognitive Capitalism' spotlight session? really?! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 08:48 | Maxxxpod

@Maxxxpod ya NO-ONE #cognitiveshame #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 08:58 | sociographie

Gender Approaches panel, proper debate kicking off bout which films women are making, what the critics say
and should we care #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 08:58 | miriamruthross

What's the tag peeps? #crossroads #Xroads2012 #paris2012 or #crossroads2012 ??

05-Jul-12 09:07 | rodgers_scott

@rodgers_scott #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 09:11 | endotician

"Unsettling Settler Cultures" first panel in 20min in room 127. Come check us out, we're awesome and profound
#xroads2012

05-Jul-12 09:12 | CaptainWalbran

now: "Moving women - women moving" on Wong Kar-Wai and willfullness in the cinema of Jane Campion.
#xroads2012

05-Jul-12 09:30 | killedbyproxy

Where are the rest of the presenters in the Glocal Masculinities?! #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 09:38 | JOMECjournal

Curently room49: "Comics, creators and copyrights" #transmedia #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 09:39 | AuroreGallarino



#xroads2012 Workplace Technology & Labour panel. Craig Robertson: importance of vertical filing cabinet as
info storage/retrieval technology

05-Jul-12 09:40 | stampman29

Download the daily program (concerns the regular sessions only) here : http://t.co/vZL3QfGN #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 09:40 | Crossroads2012

Robyn Green is speaking about settler understandings and interpretations of Canada's Truth&reconciliation
commission #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 09:43 | CaptainWalbran

#xroads2012 Gendered workplace: between 1870 and 1930 clerical work shifts from male-only to female
dominated 'profession'

05-Jul-12 09:47 | stampman29

#xroads2012 It is with vertical filing that information first comes to exist in the world, as separate from a
person/'unreliable' memory

05-Jul-12 09:48 | stampman29

Illustrating the livetweet of @stampman29 #Xroads2012 #rlasvergnas http://t.co/oyE0tYR7

05-Jul-12 09:54 | sociographie

#xroads2012 'Filing as a Profession for Woman': Remington Rand Library Bureau manual begins with 'Woman
invented order.' ...

05-Jul-12 09:54 | stampman29

#Xroads2012 how classes play à rôle the distrribution of women on diffèrent tasks to manage the archives
#rlasvergnas

05-Jul-12 09:56 | sociographie

#xroads2012 Class investments of filing as profession for woman: learning how to file as learning to becoming
efficient

05-Jul-12 09:57 | stampman29

RT @endotician: @rodgers_scott #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 09:58 | rodgers_scott

#Xroads2012 files hosting rowes with women working in... #Rlasvergnas http://t.co/eotZm7dd

05-Jul-12 09:58 | sociographie

Comic sans MS in ppt presentation today at #Xroads2012 ! Ça ferait plaisir à @MissTrollMedia
http://t.co/FjnFr5sa

05-Jul-12 09:59 | AuroreGallarino

#xroads2012 Smooth transition to Melissa Gregg on 'becoming professional' Subjectivities of professional and
post-prof, entrepreneurial work

05-Jul-12 10:00 | stampman29

#Xroads2012 becoming professional. Ttechnologies of the self in office culture by mél. Gregg. #Rlasvergnas

05-Jul-12 10:01 | sociographie

Ian Gordon teasing out the complexities of Superman's authorship and copyright. #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:02 | Felantron

#xroads2012 'A Brief History of Time-Management': filing cabs, mainframes, mobile devices - history of 'prof
technologies' & practices

05-Jul-12 10:03 | stampman29

Angela Ndalianis on the viral marketing of The Dark Knight as a transmedia Batman story/event/game.
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:03 | Felantron

#GoT #transmedia With dragons dressing. #fashion #Xroads2012 http://t.co/RVUznrKj

05-Jul-12 10:04 | AuroreGallarino

RT @AuroreGallarino: #GoT #transmedia With dragons dressing. #fashion #Xroads2012 http://t.co/RVUznrKj

05-Jul-12 10:05 | melaniebourdaa

#Xroads2012 mél. Gregg presenting apps like 'selfcontrol' : HELP filtering apps that can disturb the workers on
OsX

05-Jul-12 10:07 | sociographie



#xroads2012 New productivity apps - eg. SelfControl http://t.co/clnsUABo - flourishing of a 'getting things done'
movement

05-Jul-12 10:07 | stampman29

Fanfictions #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:08 | MartaBoniLund

Excellent paper on Lu Xun and Bruce Lee by Aaron Magnan-Park #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:10 | JOMECjournal

#xroads2012 #GTDapps 'Cold Turkey': proclaimed as 'strictest, merciless, and meanest app out there' -
gendered subjectivication?

05-Jul-12 10:12 | stampman29

RT @JOMECjournal: Excellent paper on Lu Xun and Bruce Lee by Aaron Magnan-Park #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:15 | sociographie

#xroads2012 #GTDapps 'Concentrate' claims '77% more focus'! Screens show orange or lime versions...?
http://t.co/aYJnXe3b

05-Jul-12 10:15 | stampman29

Laurie Ouellette offers a good paper on the chicken-and-egg circularity of Palin's politainment #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:16 | rodgers_scott

Gotham Cable News as if it was a real network #Transmedia #Xroads2012 http://t.co/vdPN5hXy

05-Jul-12 10:16 | melaniebourdaa

Interesting paper on children in Oaxaca, Mexico, and their negotiation of 'border identities' #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:17 | endotician

Come un learn what you think u might know abt Canadian and New Zealand societies in "Unsettling Settler
Cultures" panels today! #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:17 | CaptainWalbran

#Xroads2012 every ads presented by m. Gregg are using restrictive ,channelising and 'spoiling' rhetorics
http://t.co/tMoiWTId

05-Jul-12 10:17 | sociographie

RT @melaniebourdaa: Gotham Cable News as if it was a real network #Transmedia #Xroads2012
http://t.co/vdPN5hXy

05-Jul-12 10:19 | _LeVentTourne

#xroads2012 'Maximising prime time' as key slogan in post-prof era of #GTDapps

05-Jul-12 10:19 | stampman29

#xroads2012 #GTDapps re. Don't Forget the Milk: when investment of layout in creating reminder to 'take out
trash' exceeds the task itself!

05-Jul-12 10:21 | stampman29

RT @melaniebourdaa: Gotham Cable News as if it was a real network #Transmedia #Xroads2012
http://t.co/vdPN5hXy

05-Jul-12 10:24 | Transitumedia

#xroads2012 Mark Andrejevic on employers mining employee SNS data - 'tapping into the social'

05-Jul-12 10:25 | stampman29

Jim Collins on cinephilia and transmediaphilia, Cavalier & Klay #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:25 | Felantron

#xroads2012 #Facebook becomes HR screening tool: a 'thinking without thought' - snapshot data & assumption
of 'authenticity'

05-Jul-12 10:28 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Your FB friends as corrective judgement become best tool for employers to screen your profile

05-Jul-12 10:29 | stampman29

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 Your FB friends as corrective judgement become best tool for employers to
screen your profile

05-Jul-12 10:30 | sociographie



#xroads2012 Exfoliate and SocioClean: how to scrub clean your bashing posts and pissed-up photos - regulating
effect of online expression

05-Jul-12 10:30 | stampman29

Notion of Transmediaphilia with Jim Collins at #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:31 | melaniebourdaa

Strong & fascinating paper by Marie Beauchamps on legal discourses framing French national identity /
belonging #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 10:31 | endotician

#xroads2012 'Scrub anything you don't want to show the world': advice to student job applicants - craft your
public self!

05-Jul-12 10:32 | stampman29

RT @melaniebourdaa: Gotham Cable News as if it was a real network #Transmedia #Xroads2012
http://t.co/g3pocl5e

05-Jul-12 10:35 | AuroreGallarino

#xroads2012 Your social network is a portable resource that you bring to your new employer - always has been,
but #SNS more integrated asset

05-Jul-12 10:35 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Do you have ' an adequate number of friends'? No? Then you're not an effective & productive
worker - your friends are customers!

05-Jul-12 10:37 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Qs: parallel development of use of 'smart' drugs and #GTDapps for workplace efficiency:
pharmaceuticals & cybernetics in harness

05-Jul-12 10:45 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Tension of surveillance and productivity in #SNS in workplace: 'Be on Facebook, but be an
employee'

05-Jul-12 10:51 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Q: what are physical correlates of virtual networked workspace? Eg. Coffee house or #coffice

05-Jul-12 10:54 | stampman29

Gotham Cable News as if it was a real network #Transmedia #Xroads2012 http://t.co/96oZVguR v/
@melaniebourdaa #TheDarkKnight

05-Jul-12 10:56 | VincentPUREN

RT @Maxxxpod: #xroads2012 --> Check out new piece by Bobby Noble http://t.co/nMwyCjE5 @nomorepotlucks
#record

05-Jul-12 10:58 | nomorepotlucks

#CM paradox? RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 Tension of surveillance and productivity in #SNS in workplace:
'Be on Facebook, but be an employee'

05-Jul-12 11:04 | AuroreGallarino

#xroads2012 R Varghese, J Synenco, C. Richardson ;les monuments de mémoire, représentation visuelle &
artistique (Berlin : autodafés nazis)

05-Jul-12 11:05 | lizarewind

still digesting Andrew Ross's mesmerising paper from yesterday on 'carbon calculus' #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 11:05 | endotician

RT @AuroreGallarino: #CM paradox? RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 Tension of surveillance and productivity
in #SNS in workplace: 'Be on Facebook, but be an employee'

05-Jul-12 11:08 | juliabanane

#xroads2012 la petite pose de midi ds son riant environnement du chantier de l'annexe #mafac Censier
http://t.co/q5vRaZfh

05-Jul-12 11:28 | lizarewind

About to present in the panel "Death and Necronationalism" on #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 11:40 | johannadahlin

RT @UppalaC: Presenting today @Crossroads2012 at 2:30pm rm 303 on the impact of discrimination in the
workplace. Join us! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 11:41 | LAHOMAthomas

#Xroads2012 One can find good mexican food, 127, rue Mouffetard just in case

05-Jul-12 11:47 | lizarewind



#xroads2012 14.30 room 145 A Translating print culture w. @alienated & als

05-Jul-12 12:03 | lizarewind

My paper: "Decolonising Place: (Re)Naming, National Identity & Settler Imaginings of Vancouver's Stanley Park -
soon in rm 127 #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 12:30 | CaptainWalbran

#Xroads2012 Go to room220B to listen to our panel about love, teenagers and fans on the Internet.
http://t.co/j3w8pM5W

05-Jul-12 12:34 | AuroreGallarino

@AuroreGallarino Wish I were at your panel on love, teenagers and fans on the Internet. Good luck!
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 12:45 | sebastien_fr

Thanks! :) RT @sebastien_fr: @AuroreGallarino Wish I were at your panel on love, teenagers and fans on the
Internet. Good luck! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 12:46 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 youth and mobile/ web devices : about SEXting actually... UNSW study presented.

05-Jul-12 12:47 | sociographie

@melgregg I knew I should've changed my nail polish to match the bow tie! Thanks for the shout out!
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 12:49 | aedowe

Nice reflections on rhetoric and cultural studies by Soetaert at #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 12:50 | annettemarkham

#Xroads2012 #r224 avoid using 'sexting' & préférence 4 "picture/nude" because of the possibily to integrate the
question in broader them

05-Jul-12 12:52 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 SEXting is NOT seen as à problem if it is situated in the context of à relationship #r224

05-Jul-12 12:55 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Olivia is currently talking about lemon in #fanfictions // Room220b #fanstudies

05-Jul-12 12:55 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 for some teens SEXting is understood as being 'sexting' only if contents are offesnive (is that mean
when the sextos are fwded?)

05-Jul-12 12:56 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 << this hashtag is a massive fail :-D #GRRRR

05-Jul-12 12:58 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 ethical boundaries built between the photos 'selfies', auto-portraitured, and the pixshot by other
teens... #Sneakyhat

05-Jul-12 13:00 | sociographie

#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 13:03 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 clifton Evers : mobile masculinity in the african diaspora ( in Aus)

05-Jul-12 13:05 | sociographie

@AuroreGallarino Great paper! #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 13:08 | JOMECjournal

#Xroads2012 panel is really organized to resonate with @laurenceallard works : 'having à mobile is à PRIORITY
for young african young men'

05-Jul-12 13:10 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 i fear to NOT read à single tweet dropped out from the room 239 ??? Are folks still awaken/alive in
the room ? #Fighttoopeneyes

05-Jul-12 13:11 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Ok, fine ! Room 239 is safely trying to watch some powerpoints. The room is full and people are still
alive... :-)

05-Jul-12 13:19 | sociographie



#Xroads2012 i Saïd ' they ré trying to watch ppt' . Yeah, they re really trying to...

05-Jul-12 13:20 | sociographie

@AuroreGallarino Excellent paper by Aurore Gallarino! #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 13:22 | JOMECjournal

#Xroads2012 rhetoric of crisi of masculinity : quoting sally robinson

05-Jul-12 13:23 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 decentering as à recentering strategy : exemple of hegemonic masculinity built i ' the matrix' and
the path done by Neo

05-Jul-12 13:26 | sociographie

The terminal (movie with tom hanks & zetajones) as à feminising space, disminishing the white male
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 13:30 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 but the character

05-Jul-12 13:36 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 dec. Enjoyed the panel with Giacomo Botta and Michael Drewett on Music and Crisis.

05-Jul-12 13:39 | norient

oohhh my tweets leave the mobile before i manage to Write them. #Likelittlebutterflies #likelittlerabbits
#likelittlekitten #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 13:39 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 @Maxxxpod says abt exoticism . It îs à cmplx process & not totally a 'bad thing' as it can stm blur
gender positions

05-Jul-12 13:44 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 about Austin power camping masculinity : ??? Says it is ok to. Talk about 'KINGING' when
performing hegemonic masculinity

05-Jul-12 13:46 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 abt trueblood : sexuality vs. Race issues ? maybe it s abt à non productive queer subject,
1necropolitic subject sez @Maxxxpod

05-Jul-12 13:52 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 how is it psbl to think hegemonic white maculinty in the Matrix as its also psbl to read the text as
becoming butch/lesbian txt

05-Jul-12 13:55 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 discussion about trinity's power : she s the most powerfull caracter, but at the end she loose her
ability to destabilize neo

05-Jul-12 13:56 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 THE bigquestion : in trueblood sex between humans and wampires are NOT reproductive but than
in twilght it can bé !! #GASP

05-Jul-12 14:01 | sociographie

I'm about to give my paper about Kung Fu and Orientalism (as a good thing) in room 229 #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:23 | JOMECjournal

Davinia Thornley starts with a quote on fourth cinema and moves to a discussion of Before Tomorrow (2008)
#xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:34 | miriamruthross

Panel #Transmedia 2 #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:34 | melaniebourdaa

It's a Deleuze/Guattari fest with Slack, Wise & Seigworth. #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:35 | endotician

Done with presentation! And I also really enjoyed my co-panelist's papers #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:36 | johannadahlin

So great to have met @sharonbuffy for our panel on "convergence culture and Transmedia Strategies"
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:36 | melaniebourdaa



#xroads2012 'D&G & the somewhere else of social media' - Jennifer Slack: how is media landscape shifting
ground of expertise and knowledge?

05-Jul-12 14:40 | stampman29

Anne Isabelle Francois talking about Ranciere and visibility devices #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:40 | Maxxxpod

“@endotician: It's a Deleuze/Guattari fest with Slack, Wise & Seigworth. #Xroads2012” A firm of deterritorialising
lawyers?

05-Jul-12 14:42 | stampman29

Following #xroads2012 is making me wish I was at the Crossroads in #CulturalStudies conf. in #Paris right now.
My kind of #research!

05-Jul-12 14:43 | frizzbarks

@Maxxxpod le live tweet le live tweet le livetweet !!!!! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:45 | sociographie

Indian movies & childhood image #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:47 | sociographie

Walder on ways of world making (Goodman): ordering, deformation, weighting, (de)composition, delation &
supplementation #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:49 | melaniebourdaa

#xroads2012 Slack: using Deleuze's concept of assemblages to think knowledge production in new media
landscape

05-Jul-12 14:50 | stampman29

A.I. François: On Sebald, displaced representations of masculinity unveils private life of charactrs without
dissolving mystery #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:53 | Maxxxpod

#xroads2012 Slack analysing Noreena Hertz's #TED critique of experts - http://t.co/SUR3V4md - rhetoric of
'democracy' as a little statement

05-Jul-12 14:53 | stampman29

A.I. François: quoting Conrad, "those who do not feel do not count" #affectthatmatters #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:55 | Maxxxpod

RT @Maxxxpod: A.I. François: quoting Conrad, "those who do not feel do not count" #affectthatmatters
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:56 | sociographie

Sue Abel has just compared Māori TV to flora and fauna but promises this will start to make sense #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 14:57 | miriamruthross

#xroads2012 Shifts in knowledge economy: new 'experts' like Hertz police knowledge -telling us that we need to
'associate with smart'.

05-Jul-12 15:01 | stampman29

#xroads2012 "Fluxus International : Reception, interpretation, appropriation" B. Videkanic (Fluxus ds la
Yougoslavie socialiste)

05-Jul-12 15:03 | lizarewind

#xroads2012 Greg Seigworth steps up to D&G plate: Time mag coin toss - Assange or Zuckerberg? #secrecy

05-Jul-12 15:04 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Affective dynamics of enforced-voluntary secrecy - transparency and opacity - in D&G 3 affective
modes of secret

05-Jul-12 15:09 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Those modes would be: 1. Secret - private pockets

05-Jul-12 15:10 | stampman29

And now Introducing the #Xroads2012 star @AuroreGallarino

05-Jul-12 15:11 | melaniebourdaa

#xroads2012 Secrecy and secretion are the other two - but I need to listen more carefully...!

05-Jul-12 15:12 | stampman29



#xroads2012 une lecture sur La Monte Young par Jung-Ah Woo

05-Jul-12 15:14 | lizarewind

Mission accomplished! We presented our paper on digital gaming as guilty pleasure at #Xroads2012. And now,
for some discussion...

05-Jul-12 15:15 | jordisn

Sooooo humid in Paris. A veritable steam room of ideas at #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:16 | carobainbridge

;-))) RT @melaniebourdaa: And now Introducing the #Xroads2012 star @AuroreGallarino

05-Jul-12 15:16 | AuroreGallarino

David Geber, sociologist from Geneve is presenting a very interesting research on players perceptions and the
meaning of gaming #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:18 | jordisn

#xroads2012 D&G: what is the nothing that makes something happen? Onto-logic of the secret bound up in
coupling of relation between two

05-Jul-12 15:19 | stampman29

Great q's session after my paper. But it's so frustrating to not be able to speak good english to provide complete
answers. ^^ #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:19 | AuroreGallarino

Jo Smith looking at the productive potential of Māori TV and indigenous media. #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:20 | miriamruthross

V. Berry, S. Coavoux, M. Boutet are presenting "Styles and Careers in WoW: Outline of a theory of video game
practice" #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:24 | jordisn

RT @lizarewind: #xroads2012 une lecture sur La Monte Young par Jung-Ah Woo #HAAANNN !! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:26 | sociographie

#xroads2012 Greg Wise on the 'clickable world': what to do and how to move in it...

05-Jul-12 15:29 | stampman29

Through profiling all kinds of gamers in WoW, Berry, Couavoux and Boutet do a complex analysis of diverse
gaming practices. #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:30 | jordisn

And in non #Xroads2012 news, Greipel wins stage 5 of #tdf

05-Jul-12 15:31 | endotician

At "Transmedia: film, social media and mmorpg" room145b. #transmedia #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:31 | AuroreGallarino

#xroads2012 Wise on Google Project Glass as eg of clickable world: disappearance, attention, control,
information http://t.co/XPHopRGH

05-Jul-12 15:34 | stampman29

Me too ;-) RT @AuroreGallarino At "Transmedia: film, social media and mmorpg" room145b. #transmedia
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:34 | melaniebourdaa

#xroads2012 'Glass' metaphor = Google's attempt to be both transparent and spectacular media at the same
time

05-Jul-12 15:35 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Who decides which information becomes linked to which object? An untagged object tends to
become invisible...

05-Jul-12 15:38 | stampman29

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 'Glass' metaphor = Google's attempt to be both transparent and spectacular
media at the same time

05-Jul-12 15:40 | sociographie

#xroads2012 Apparatus of capture as tendency to absolute territorialisation: 'Total Information Awareness' to
$2bn Utah data capture centre

05-Jul-12 15:41 | stampman29



Wise on what might be described as 'mathematical sublime' fantasies of total data capture #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:42 | endotician

#xroads2012 Diff scale of apparatus of capture = 'life-logging' enabled by cloud computing - the 'quantified self'

05-Jul-12 15:43 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Can Deleuze's noncommunicational circuit breakers help us intervene in this cloudsourced
visibility? Too simple inside-outside?

05-Jul-12 15:45 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Wise suggests modulation rather than refusal - distraction as modulation of attention, not inattention
- intensities of tuning?

05-Jul-12 15:46 | stampman29

T. Wright: Forget the addiction model and think more on how negotiations between gamers and their families
affect pleasure. #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:48 | jordisn

Biopolitics seems to be a hot concept at the moment #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:48 | johannadahlin

Wise: from 'minor literature' to 'minor mediature'. #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:50 | endotician

T. Wright: WoW is not about the game. It is about communication. #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:50 | jordisn

#xroads2012 Are we more tuned than tuning? Proposal for a 'minor mediature' as experimental collective
assemblage - 'something felt' at edge

05-Jul-12 15:50 | stampman29

#Xroads2012 last présentation was about sex panic about teenagers SEXting by steven Angelides, author of the
good history of bisexuality

05-Jul-12 15:51 | sociographie

Interesting: Wise wants to think beyond what he sees as mobile media focus on individuals to 'assemblages'
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:52 | endotician

Loved Lucetta Kam's talk on the Queer Asia II panel at #xroads2012 today. Can't wait for her book, Shanghai
Lalas, coming out Dec 2012!

05-Jul-12 15:52 | AgingSuperModel

R. Costambeys: quoting Zizek (on photography as z time freezing device): "immobilyy makes a thing visible"
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:53 | Maxxxpod

Greg Wise poetically maps a series of concepts (modulation, tuning, opacity, minor mediature) as lenses to
contempl assemblages #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:53 | aliceinwunder

Après 4jours de #Xroads2012 @melaniebourdaa speak a very bon franglish.

05-Jul-12 15:54 | AuroreGallarino

Three more duties to perform: ACS business mtg, present on revolutionary pilgrimages & comment on Walter
Mignola's final Keynote #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:54 | CultureDoctor

RT @AgingSuperModel: Loved Lucetta Kam's talk on the Queer Asia II panel at #xroads2012 today. Can't wait
for her book, Shanghai Lalas, coming out Dec 2012!

05-Jul-12 15:54 | aliceinwunder

A very useful point indeed to think race's epistemology of the visible- minoritarian racial identities on display as
frozen 1/2 #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:54 | Maxxxpod

I totally melange both langues! RT @AuroreGallarino Après 4jours de #Xroads2012 @melaniebourdaa speak a
very bon franglish.

05-Jul-12 15:55 | melaniebourdaa

RT @Maxxxpod: R. Costambeys: quoting Zizek (on photography as z time freezing device): "immobilyy makes a
thing visible" #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:55 | sociographie



RT @melaniebourdaa: I totally melange both langues! RT @AuroreGallarino Après 4j de #Xroads2012
@melaniebourdaa speak a very bon franglish

05-Jul-12 15:55 | AuroreGallarino

RT @Maxxxpod: A.I. François: quoting Conrad, "those who do not feel do not count" #affectthatmatters
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:56 | super_dom

An interesting metaphor to apprehend racial essentialism in a new way, as a slowing down of the pace of
subjectification #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 15:58 | Maxxxpod

#Xroads2012 panel about sex panics / childhood is really rich, i don 't know such dynamics and développement
on these thematics in France!

05-Jul-12 15:58 | sociographie

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 'Glass' metaphor = Google's attempt to be both transparent and spectacular
media at the same time

05-Jul-12 15:59 | Maxxxpod

Good question from Meaghan Morris #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 16:00 | endotician

@JOMECjournal and perhaps,would you be interested in publishing my paper, by the way? ;-)) #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 16:02 | AuroreGallarino

RT @sociographie: #Xroads2012 panel about sex panics / childhood is really rich, i don 't know such dynamics
and développement on these thematics in France!

05-Jul-12 16:02 | cyberdivalivesl

who is podcasting the conferences of the #Xroads2012 ?

05-Jul-12 16:03 | peuplequimanque

Hi mom & @SnarkyJo - the presentation went really well! Nailed it! Off for wine and food now with the other
participants! #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 16:12 | CaptainWalbran

Engaging &compelling work frm "Unsettling Settler Cultures." Discussion still continuing...but moving it to where
the wine is! #xroads2012

05-Jul-12 16:16 | CaptainWalbran

The great battle of the future will not be about wages but about debt - Andrew Ross #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 17:06 | melgregg

Saw my fave paper of the conference so far earlier today - Craig Robertson on the history of filing cabinets.
#xroads2012

05-Jul-12 17:49 | jason_a_w

In Paris. Gave my paper for #xroads2012. Lucky to be on a panel with brilliant people who have great ideas.

05-Jul-12 17:54 | Somihope

RT @melaniebourdaa: I totally melange both langues! RT @AuroreGallarino Après 4jours de #Xroads2012
@melaniebourdaa speak a very bon franglish.

05-Jul-12 18:29 | Maxxxpod

RT @lizarewind: Les jolis slides de Jung-Ah Woo cc @sociographie @AuroreGallarino http://t.co/BHLm1DuH
#Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 18:43 | sociographie

@melaniebourdaa est très fière de ses 16p de notes prouvant son assiduité à #Xroads2012 ;-) cc
@Laetitiabiscarr

05-Jul-12 18:53 | AuroreGallarino

RT @AuroreGallarino @melaniebourdaa est très fière de ses 16p de notes prouvant son assiduité à
#Xroads2012 ;-) cc @Laetitiabiscarr

05-Jul-12 18:55 | melaniebourdaa

Demain, dernier jour de #Xroads2012 ! La fatigue s'accumule mais pas trop le temps de souffler car ce we rdv à
@comicconparis #semainedeouf

05-Jul-12 20:52 | AuroreGallarino

Tomorrow, Natalia Mélendez and I will be talking about the Spanish community soap "Aida"! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 20:55 | Laetitiabiscarr



@sharonbuffy It was really nice meeting you today at #Xroads2012 . Thanks!

05-Jul-12 21:08 | Laetitiabiscarr

Tomorrow I will talk about Proof and the Wire at #XRoads2012. Then plenary sessions at the Sorbonne

05-Jul-12 21:33 | melaniebourdaa

Very tired from the week's duties@crossroads2012, but its been great! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 23:01 | HannInParis

@Crossroads2012 behind the scenes pictures of UNESCO and the Trabendo coming soon! #Xroads2012

05-Jul-12 23:03 | HannInParis

RT @sociographie: #Xroads2012 last présentation was about sex panic about teenagers SEXting by steven
Angelides, author of the good history of bisexuality

05-Jul-12 23:12 | BisexualFTW

@luca_barra fantastic! Lots of interesting and challenging panels, nice locations (Unesco, Sorbonne)
#XRoads2012

06-Jul-12 05:50 | melaniebourdaa

#Xroads2012 again, a day starts, with hard choices all along : fashioning the body (masks >surgery) / girls on the
jet age / gamers&agency

06-Jul-12 05:59 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 and the pornstudy panel : smih/attwood/ barker about eveyday engagement in porn ;;; i guess my
1st choice is done

06-Jul-12 06:01 | sociographie

RT @HannInParis: @Crossroads2012 behind the scenes pictures of UNESCO and the Trabendo coming soon!
#Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 06:23 | Crossroads2012

Download the daily program (concerns the regular sessions only) here : http://t.co/vZL3QfGN #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 06:40 | Crossroads2012

#OMW to #Xroads2012 // Last day : this morning @melaniebourdaa & @Laetitiabiscarr panel !

06-Jul-12 07:09 | AuroreGallarino

Good morning everyone! Last day of #Xroads2012 today! This morning, we are at Censier Campus for the last
regular sessions!

06-Jul-12 07:20 | Crossroads2012

Looking forward to @beenash presenting on South Asian Subjectivities and Discourses of Inclusion in the Las
Vergnas room (p. 335)#Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 07:30 | leilaangod

#Xroads2012 pornstudy panel : smih/attwood/ barker about eveyday engagement in porn : last settings before
the last run! !

06-Jul-12 07:31 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 accounting an récent project based on a questionnaire accessible online http://t.co/eGuCh394 : a
study for its "users"

06-Jul-12 07:37 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Feona present ethical positions: not pathologizing >> showing a antiporn video exhilarating!
(Justdontclick campaign on youtube)

06-Jul-12 07:40 | sociographie

#xroads2012 Last regular sessions this morning at @sorbnouvelle (@ Université Paris III - Sorbonne Nouvelle)
http://t.co/uAgPm5wx

06-Jul-12 07:40 | AuroreGallarino

Fashioning the body : from masks to cosmetic surgery #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 07:40 | QcommeQueer

RT @sociographie: #Xroads2012 again, a day starts, with hard choices all along : fashioning the body (masks
>surgery) / girls on the jet age / gamers&agency

06-Jul-12 07:40 | Maxxxpod

#Xroads2012 the questnR is a combinaition betwn quant & qualitative interlaced items... asking for open
questions that ppl could debate

06-Jul-12 07:41 | sociographie



Super heroes as fashion icon ! #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 07:43 | QcommeQueer

#Xroads2012 5500 answers to the qstnR / 3700 mâles 1760 feemales 3800 heterosex ///

06-Jul-12 07:43 | sociographie

Heather Horst on mobile money and micro finance in Haiti. #xroads2012

06-Jul-12 07:44 | aliceinwunder

#Xroads2012 tubes sites are broadly used by ppl... http://t.co/sXsELfRY

06-Jul-12 07:46 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 turn 2 Feona ( it was ClarissaWho made the intro sooner, sorry 4the switch) : abt women
responses (pix: erikalust & petrajoy)

06-Jul-12 07:49 | sociographie

Costumes not only hyde an identity but show a new one #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 07:49 | QcommeQueer

#XRoads2012 more women go on fiction sites and more men go on amateur sites

06-Jul-12 07:50 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 don't forget thattoday watching pornography doesnot mean only watching but smtms also caming
writing etc.

06-Jul-12 07:52 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 I forgot how sexy batman was!
Thanx

06-Jul-12 07:54 | super_dom

@sociographie interesting! Thanks for the live tweet #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 07:55 | JeanLoupRichet

#Xroads2012 'why is p* important in yourlife' : casually / laughing wthparodyp* /tool 4 arousal /...

06-Jul-12 07:55 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 sometimes mixed feeling : 'I dislike but still using it'

06-Jul-12 07:56 | sociographie

@super_dom #Xroads2012 25 juillet is the day

06-Jul-12 07:57 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 solo sex / partner sex / long distance sex <<Feona still presenting extracts from the more
developped answers to the questR

06-Jul-12 07:59 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 experiencing and channelizing fantasies and désires : really reflexives discurses...

06-Jul-12 08:00 | sociographie

Now Prof Jo Tacchi presents Technologies of Attachment: Meaningful Mobilities--fieldwork w women's org in
India. #xroads2012

06-Jul-12 08:02 | aliceinwunder

#Xroads2012. UK isa particular context. Becauseof scandals driven by press that use porn for their storytellng
http://t.co/FpYoLjjY

06-Jul-12 08:03 | sociographie

RT @JeanLoupRichet: @sociographie interesting! Thanks for the live tweet #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 08:03 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 main useage and main discurs abt p*graphy is about 'WANKING' explain Clarissa ...

06-Jul-12 08:06 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 p* because : no other outlet /too young to be involved in a sex reltionship / ethic / hormonal stress
/etc

06-Jul-12 08:08 | sociographie



RT @aliceinwunder: Prof Tacchi : Tech of Attachment: Meaningful Mobilities--fieldwork w wmn's org in India.
#xroads2012 cc @laurenceallard

06-Jul-12 08:10 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 studying the history of one s using p* : the career of the p* user ;-) ?

06-Jul-12 08:11 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 p* is not only about lolitas in gonzo vidéos : lots of passion for still images, cartoons,

06-Jul-12 08:14 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 people have a great consciousness andreflexivity upon the survey. They clearlyand reflexively
position thmslvs according to it

06-Jul-12 08:15 | sociographie

err... feels like im squatting the #Xroads2012 timeline with p* studies! :-D

06-Jul-12 08:18 | sociographie

@melaniebourdaa on stage, Talking about Proof and The Wire TV series #Xroads2012 cc @Laetitiabiscarr
http://t.co/VyWGxXk8

06-Jul-12 08:19 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 abt a particular characteer in Hentai (p* japanese comics/mangas) : 'embarasssment & enjoyment
are together extremely exciting'

06-Jul-12 08:20 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Im sorry but can't LT the slides Martin is showing but i m lacking of technical vocaulary in statistics
:-S (tri croisés...)

06-Jul-12 08:22 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 broadening fantasies largely is the first answer for the 40% ppl who answer that p* is extremely
important for them...

06-Jul-12 08:24 | sociographie

"War Tourism: WWII at Crossroads of Memory" (Geoffrey White, Lisa Yoneyama chair, Esther Captain, Eveline
Buchhein) #xroads2012

06-Jul-12 08:26 | viola_lasmana

I have rarely listened to study about Porn with such a peacefull and non-hysterical way in academ. It s a lesson
of ethic #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 08:27 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 boredom is a word that is often present in the same body of answers (the40% who use most p*)

06-Jul-12 08:28 | sociographie

White: what is still possible beyond the gaze of the tourist & vision of the tours? Possibilities for disruption &
insight? #xroads2012

06-Jul-12 08:29 | viola_lasmana

#Xroads2012 conclusion : rethinking 'sexual fantasy' / connecting p*study with other body culture. Etc.

06-Jul-12 08:33 | sociographie

Gender roles among Beninese migrants in France and the US. #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 08:35 | Sycaroff

#Xroads2012 q : so what abt différent sex identities ? a: not have work on the détails drilling down (will) : really
small lesbian answer..

06-Jul-12 08:36 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 and clear importance of bisexuality in the answers... younger are more about explaining that
p*helps them to understand themslvs

06-Jul-12 08:37 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Clarissa says how they have used fb to createa snowball effect to make ppl answer the qstnR.

06-Jul-12 08:40 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 But dont wwant to tell xx%of all women are this or that...

06-Jul-12 08:40 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 C. & M. Witnessing on poor funding of p*studies( even with 5000 answers :-D)

06-Jul-12 08:45 | sociographie



#Xroads2012 antiporno answers were positionned as trying to confront the survey more than witnessing about
personnal experiences...

06-Jul-12 08:46 | sociographie

@beenash Enjoyed how you used a settler colonial analytic to look at constructions of diasporic ID in South
Asian post-Westerns #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 08:49 | leilaangod

#Xroads2012 surprising ? Martin: 'men turning to p* when they re horny, women turn to p* when theywant to be
horny...'

06-Jul-12 08:50 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Kath Albury (NSW sexting survey) : " U can t learn abt p* by asking abt p*" // C. Answer : their
strategy was to get details!

06-Jul-12 08:56 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Martin. Importance of how ppl want to understand how their body and mind function...

06-Jul-12 08:59 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Clarissa says: there is a bunch of expressions abt how sex issomething that need to be learnt
#arserotica vs. #scienciasexualis

06-Jul-12 09:02 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 importance to see that there is still issues abt fantasies : some are allowed to women and
considred dangerous if men got them

06-Jul-12 09:05 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 thank U Clarissa Feona and Martin : thatwas abig lesson both on p*studies and statistical ethics.

06-Jul-12 09:07 | sociographie

At the Convergence Cultures panel #Xroads2012 cc @AuroreGallarino

06-Jul-12 09:34 | melaniebourdaa

Room 123 RT @melaniebourdaa: At the Convergence Cultures panel #Xroads2012 cc @AuroreGallarino

06-Jul-12 09:35 | AuroreGallarino

Belinda Smaill looking at Australian films such as Baz Luhrmann's Australia that introduce Asian and aboriginal
paradigms. #xroads2012

06-Jul-12 09:46 | miriamruthross

#Xroads2012 for folks whohad required explanations : 'p*' means PORNOGRAPHY ;-) sorry for not having been
clearer sooner #retroLT

06-Jul-12 09:46 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 now french color blindness by @Maxxxpod / panel on whiteness room 223

06-Jul-12 09:48 | sociographie

#xroads2012 'Surrendering the Space' - Graeme Turner: calling for more transnational u/standing of convergence
culture within CS and MS etc

06-Jul-12 09:49 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Need for fundamental rethinking of CS-MS: focus on media and power, community,
broad/narrow-casting, soc/econ effects of choice

06-Jul-12 09:51 | stampman29

RT @AuroreGallarino: @melaniebourdaa on stage, Talking about Proof and The Wire TV series #Xroads2012 cc
@Laetitiabiscarr http://t.co/VyWGxXk8

06-Jul-12 09:51 | melaniebourdaa

#Xroads2012 issue.: conflict btween "public freedom" bill and the visibility of race relations at work in the country
+

06-Jul-12 09:52 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Convergence culture : 2 processes : top down (convergence of media conglomerates) & bottom up
(grassroot creativity) #rappel

06-Jul-12 09:52 | AuroreGallarino

#xroads2012 Melissa Gregg: let's talk about 'teaching CS to rich kids'...

06-Jul-12 09:54 | stampman29

From war tourism to style on the last day of #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 09:56 | johannadahlin



#xroads2012 Gregg: USydney student protests on staff cuts - activism linked to tensions in student community re.
professionalisation

06-Jul-12 09:57 | stampman29

RT @AuroreGallarino: #Xroads2012 Convergence culture : 2 processes : top down (convergence of media
conglomerates) & bottom up (grassroot creativity) #rappel

06-Jul-12 10:00 | melaniebourdaa

#xroads2012 Gregg links back to Gilbert's keynote: ongoing managerialism in HE - and role of univ in booming
debt crisis

06-Jul-12 10:01 | stampman29

Daren Tofts is talking about the Urban Codemakers project in Australia #XRoads2012 #ARG

06-Jul-12 10:02 | melaniebourdaa

#xroads2012 Gregg's course 'Intimacy, Love and Friendship': v popular (!) - but taken as the 'fun' subject...

06-Jul-12 10:03 | stampman29

#Xroads2012 now on stage. Nelly quemener on stand up in france and whiteness

06-Jul-12 10:03 | sociographie

#xroads2012 Feminisation in labour force and new cohort of female-dominated students: how do these shifts
affect how we shape CS curriculum?

06-Jul-12 10:04 | stampman29

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 Melissa Gregg: let's talk about 'teaching CS to rich kids'...

06-Jul-12 10:05 | sociographie

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 Melissa Gregg: let's talk about 'teaching CS to rich kids'... <<<and in ingenieer
and technics universities :-D

06-Jul-12 10:06 | sociographie

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 Gregg links back to Gilbert's keynote: ongoing managerialism in HE - and role
of univ in booming debt crisis

06-Jul-12 10:07 | sociographie

#FF #xroads2012 dernier jours LT par @AuroreGallarino & @sociographie / bonne journée les cultural twittos...

06-Jul-12 10:10 | lizarewind

Daren Tofts talks about: "Urban codemakers" (urban playing project in the city), do you know it? #Xroads2012
#transmedia #museogeeksk

06-Jul-12 10:10 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 "Game designers make good urban planners" Darren Tofts #socialgaming #urbanism

06-Jul-12 10:12 | AuroreGallarino

#Xroads2012 Nelly présents rhetorics in cafe théâtre about racism : buffonery / cynism / etc.

06-Jul-12 10:13 | sociographie

Merci! #FFback RT @lizarewind: #FF #xroads2012 dernier jours LT par @AuroreGallarino & @sociographie /
bonne journée les cultural twittos...

06-Jul-12 10:13 | AuroreGallarino

#xroads2012 Sherman Young on Udacity etc - massive new global online free courses: HE's nastier moment!

06-Jul-12 10:17 | stampman29

"Hair must be dealt with" #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 10:18 | johannadahlin

#xroads2012 Young on changes in funding models driven by perceived lack of skills in Australian industry -
combined w/widening participation

06-Jul-12 10:19 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Shifting role of the university: learning & teaching faces more diverse and demanding student body

06-Jul-12 10:20 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Darren Tofts was in fact THE master code maker of the #ARG !! #acafan #acagamer #acamaster
#transmedia

06-Jul-12 10:21 | AuroreGallarino



#Xroads2012 and after that 30years panorama of white unconsciousness, nelly starts mentionning jamel comedy
club & its naming of whiteness

06-Jul-12 10:23 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 So desapppointed that the paper on cosplay and performativity was cancelled. :-( #fanprod

06-Jul-12 10:25 | AuroreGallarino

RT @melaniebourdaa: If you are interested in #ARG, check about Urban Codemakers played in Melbourne.
http://t.co/8Fe1G8Qr #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 10:25 | AuroreGallarino

#xroads2012 Young: Public chartered university as equivalent to public service broadcaster? How to balance
specific with generic?

06-Jul-12 10:26 | stampman29

#Xroads2012 Lot of the players of the #ARG was game students

06-Jul-12 10:26 | AuroreGallarino

#xroads2012 Market demands on HE - when key driver is UG recruitment, what is research for? Marketing...?!

06-Jul-12 10:28 | stampman29

#Xroads2012 marion Dallibert abt antiracism ... quoting ahmed directly : 'antiracism is non performative, don t
produce what it says'

06-Jul-12 10:30 | sociographie

#xroads2012 CS engagement with holistic curriculum development at unit/module and programme level -
combining production media in assessment

06-Jul-12 10:33 | stampman29

#Xroads2012 Marion is comparing "march for equality and against racism"in 1983 and "indigenous of the
repulbic" in 2005

06-Jul-12 10:37 | sociographie

#xroads2012 Q-time: disagreement over feasibility and speed of CS intervening in new media ecologies; position
of CS in Hums or Media skools

06-Jul-12 10:48 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Turner countering the "'convergence culture' is the new CS" narrative #anti-Jenkins

06-Jul-12 10:50 | stampman29

#xroads2012 Good Q: Is it not too tempting to 'blame' convergence culture when the ongoing instability of CS is
more consequential?

06-Jul-12 10:51 | stampman29

#Xroads2012 Franck back on stage Q&A : 1st/ what kind of strategy scholars can adopt to produce smthg with
these issues ?

06-Jul-12 10:52 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Franck Freitas ( didnt rememberif i hadalready introduced that he is charing the session)...

06-Jul-12 10:54 | sociographie

#xroads2012 Another good Q: what diff result comes from face-to-face contact and participation? Much evidence
in Mod Langs for this claim...

06-Jul-12 10:54 | stampman29

@sociographie #xroads2012 merci de ce LT personnalisé!dommage de ne pouvoir y assister:(

06-Jul-12 11:33 | laurenceallard

#Xroads2012 phrase entendue devant Paris 3: "j aimerais bien dormir de façon immodérée" #ouais !

06-Jul-12 11:53 | sociographie

Repas avec @melaniebourdaa @laetitiabiscarr pour ce dernier jour de #xroads2012 (@ Le Mirbel)
http://t.co/yUL2f068

06-Jul-12 11:54 | AuroreGallarino

2/3 #Xroads2012 PLENARY 2:30 Chair : Gilbert Rodman // Discutants : Nelly Quemener & Mark Andrejevic

06-Jul-12 12:25 | Crossroads2012

2/3 #Xroads2012 PLENARY 2:30 "Before the cradle and after the grave : When toxic bodies become ordinary"
with Phaedra H. Pezzullo

06-Jul-12 12:25 | Crossroads2012



1/3 #Xroads2012 PLENARY SESSION 2:30 John Erni on "The Imagined Force of Law" Great Amphi of the
Sorbonne

06-Jul-12 12:25 | Crossroads2012

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 Turner countering the "'convergence culture' is the new CS" narrative
#anti-Jenkins

06-Jul-12 12:46 | Maxxxpod

Erni- Within context of post-Mao/marketization in China, attempt to theorize critical human rights as
commitmentarian politics #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 13:00 | Black_Squirrel

Erni- Diverse legal modernities - "human rights" is not a purely theoretical, ahistorical debate #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 13:01 | Black_Squirrel

Erni- Jurors today must re-imagine the source and meaning of law within local legal modernity #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 13:02 | Black_Squirrel

Erni- Being a rights lawyer makes you into a rights case, linking human rights discourse with self-sacrifice
#Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 13:19 | Black_Squirrel

John Erni quoting Gao Zhisheng: 'you cannot be a rights lawyer in China without becin a human rights case
#Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 13:19 | Maxxxpod

Thanks for a great week @Crossroads2012! A la prochaine! #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 13:21 | UppalaC

#xroads2012 Au revoir Paris! I have to go. But let's do it again sometime - soon! You've been amazing!

06-Jul-12 13:37 | JOMECjournal

Thanks for an absolutely excellent conference @Crossroads2012 ! Merci et au revoir! #xroads2012

06-Jul-12 13:38 | JOMECjournal

RT @melaniebourdaa: In the Lecture Hall of the Sorbonne /w @Laetitiabiscarr @AuroreGallarino. Magnifique!
http://t.co/IvhynK2I #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 13:58 | AuroreGallarino

Pezzullo- Environmental advocates feature toxicity in fetuses to situate calls to action within cultural
consensus/fetishization #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 13:58 | Black_Squirrel

#Xroads2012 Last plenary session at the Great Amphitheater of La Sorbonne. http://t.co/tH9mmKit

06-Jul-12 13:59 | Crossroads2012

Pezzullo- Extreme victims of pollution become human toxic waste - cannot be buried. Fight to be legally imagined
as human #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 14:08 | Black_Squirrel

PC Pezzullo "cradle to grave' #Xroads2012 http://t.co/v0IFLbHz

06-Jul-12 14:11 | sociographie

RT @Crossroads2012: #Xroads2012 Last plenary session at the Great Amphitheater of La Sorbonne.
http://t.co/tH9mmKit

06-Jul-12 14:14 | sociographie

Un congreso #Xroads2012 estimulante y dos expos, Crumb y Burton, memorables: resumen de mi estancia en
París. Si me envidiais lo entiendo.

06-Jul-12 14:17 | jordisn

1/2 #Xroads2012 4:30 CLOSING KEYNOTE : Walter Mignolo "Spirit Returns to the East: The Racial Distribution
of Capital Knowledge"

06-Jul-12 14:30 | Crossroads2012

2/2 #Xroads2012 CLOSING KEYNOTE 4:30 // Chair: Ien Ang & Akhil Gupta // Discutant: Sonjah Stanley-Niaah
(Great Amphitheater of the Sorbonne)

06-Jul-12 14:30 | Crossroads2012

Thanx to the great organizing team of #Xroads2012 for a wonderful week cc @Maxxxpo @AuroreGallarino and
of course Éric Maigret and Nelly

06-Jul-12 14:56 | melaniebourdaa



Decolonizing Hegel : first. It s à fantastic fiction NOT ontology ! < Walter Mignolo for #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:03 | sociographie

Mignolo reminding the danger of a single story #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:04 | Maxxxpod

RT @sociographie: Decolonizing Hegel : first. It s à fantastic fiction NOT ontology ! < Walter Mignolo for
#Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:05 | Maxxxpod

RT @melaniebourdaa: Thanx to the great organizing team of #Xroads2012 for a wonderful week cc @Maxxxpo
@AuroreGallarino and of course Éric Maigret and Nelly

06-Jul-12 15:05 | Maxxxpod

Mignolo powerpoint is... Err... Well :-D funky. Waiting for the the title in #comicsans for next slide #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:07 | sociographie

RT @JOMECjournal: Thanks for an absolutely excellent conference @Crossroads2012 ! Merci et au revoir!
#xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:08 | Maxxxpod

RT @UppalaC: Thanks for a great week @Crossroads2012! A la prochaine! #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:08 | Maxxxpod

Invention of the western : spain and Portugal dividng the world in two parts . West is another fiction built by pope
Alexander 6 #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:10 | sociographie

Mignolo; the west is a fiction built by Pope Alexander 6 #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:10 | Maxxxpod

#Xroads2012 so every time wé talk about West/east wé mention this fiction of indias occidentales/orientales ...

06-Jul-12 15:11 | sociographie

Hardcore powerpointing by W Mignolo / fascinating speech and psychedelic ppt. < colonial Matrix of power
#Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:14 | sociographie

Behind the logic of modernity is the coloniality (colonial matrix of power). #Mignolo #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:16 | Maxxxpod

@sociographie so true! #theamazingmignolo #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:18 | Maxxxpod

Coloniality is in a way the unconscious or surplusvalue of modernity #Mignolo #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:18 | Maxxxpod

RT @Maxxxpod Behind the logic of modernity is the coloniality (colonial matrix of power). #Mignolo #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:20 | lizarewind

Sorry pix haven t been uploaded with précédent tweets . Here is the colonial matrix of the power #Xroads2012
http://t.co/K1ZVU2gk

06-Jul-12 15:21 | sociographie

Mignolo- Coloniality is the dark unconscious of Modernity, but they are inseparable- Europe needed coloniality to
become Europe #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:23 | Black_Squirrel

RT @sociographie: Sorry pix haven t been uploaded with précédent tweets . Here is the colonial matrix of the
power #Xroads2012 http://t.co/K1ZVU2gk

06-Jul-12 15:24 | Maxxxpod

Mignolo- Decolonization not just divestment, but disruption of colonial matrix - power, knowledge, economy,
patriarchy, racism #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:28 | Black_Squirrel

In the past 50 years decolonization and dewesternization came te be desarticulated #Mignolo #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:28 | Maxxxpod



notion of posthumanity is trapped into coloniality, obscurcing the fact that numbers of people have been simply
dehumanized #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:33 | Maxxxpod

People who classify forget- people who have been classified don't #Mignolo #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:34 | Maxxxpod

#Xroads2012 politicized civil society confronting authorities and democ states http://t.co/sneSfcR1

06-Jul-12 15:42 | sociographie

#Xroads2012 Pedro lasch urges western nations to rethink mapping activities >> à map using "indians & indigens
http://t.co/OZ3tvKSQ

06-Jul-12 15:54 | sociographie

Thanks to @Crossroads2012 for a wonderful week. Amazing people at #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 15:59 | leilaangod

Check this one ! #Xroads2012 http://t.co/RqPVmx7y

06-Jul-12 16:27 | sociographie

RT @sociographie: #Xroads2012 Pedro lasch urges western nations to rethink mapping activities >> à map using
"indians & indigens http://t.co/OZ3tvKSQ

06-Jul-12 16:46 | CultOrd

Phew, all done and homeward bound. Thanks to everyone at #xroads2012 (especially the organisers/helpers) for
such a great conference.

06-Jul-12 18:45 | BenLitherland

@AuroreGallarino Oui! Email me! #xroads2012

06-Jul-12 18:46 | JOMECjournal

Panoramic Cultural Studies - at the Sorbonne!! RT @sociographie Check this one ! #Xroads2012
http://t.co/Vfzbj75q

06-Jul-12 18:51 | stampman29

#xroads2012 They finally let me in the Sorbonne - and Descartes kept looking down at me! http://t.co/BmOa9msh

06-Jul-12 18:56 | stampman29

Thanks to Eric, Céline and everyone involved for a great #xroads2012 conference - and for holding off the rain til
the end of the week...

06-Jul-12 19:03 | stampman29

#Xroads2012 over! Friends made, things learned, wine drank. Success! Esply enjoyed #Mignolo's keynote. Big
thx to all the stdnt volunteers!!

06-Jul-12 19:10 | CaptainWalbran

The Crossroads conference has come to a close. The team did our best to make it worthwhile. How was it for
you? #Xroads2012

06-Jul-12 19:40 | HannInParis

@BenLitherland You're welcome We worked hard to make it good for you our participants. It was great having
you! #xroads2012 @Crossroads2012

06-Jul-12 19:58 | HannInParis

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 Turner countering the "'convergence culture' is the new CS" narrative
#anti-Jenkins

06-Jul-12 21:19 | sarahjcasey

RT @stampman29: #xroads2012 'Surrendering the Space' - Graeme Turner: calling for more transnational
u/standing of convergence culture within CS and MS etc

06-Jul-12 21:21 | sarahjcasey

Thanks to everyone (organisers/volunteers/participants) at #Xroads2012 for such a great conference. And for the
great party at Trabendo.

06-Jul-12 21:43 | jordisn

Thanks to the #Xroads2012 team for this incredible week!

06-Jul-12 22:11 | Laetitiabiscarr

RT @Laetitiabiscarr: Thanks to the #Xroads2012 team for this incredible week!

06-Jul-12 22:19 | HannInParis


